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NEW LICENCEES CALL FOR SPECIAL DEALS

JAYBEAM, TONNA, MET, SUN, HOXIN, POPULAR MODELS IN STOCK.

Hundreds of other types of base and mobile antennas in stock.

G5KW/W3DZZ 7.1MHZ 2X TRAPS, FOR SELF ASSY. ANT

G5KW/W3DZZ 7.1MHZ TRAP DIPOLE ASSY. S0239/COAX FED

GR5RV FULL SIZE MULTIBAND HF ANTENNA (INC POST)

GR5RV 1/2 SIZE HF MULTIBAND HF ANTENNA (INC POST)

SUN MOBILE 5/8 S0239 C/W S0239 MOULDED LEAD/G/MOUNT

5/8 S0239 GUTTERMOND ASSY+ EXT LOUDSPEAKER

*ICOM IC28E 25W SUPER MINI MOBILE FREE SUN

SUN 5/8 MOBILE ANTENNA CAN S0239 G/MOUNT

MOBILES

FT290FVMK2 AS ABOVE CM NICADS AND CHARGER

FT290F+MK2 2.5W MULTIMODE. IMPROVED RECEIVER

FT690R/MK2 AS ABOVE C/W NICADS AND CHARGER

FT690R/MK2 2.5W MULTIMODE, JOIN IN THE FUN!

*ICOM MICRO 2E MINI 2.5W 2MTR CAN CHRGR

ICOM ICO2E QUALITY 2.5W (5W) BP3 CAN CHRGR

YAESU FT209R/FNB3 3/W 2MTRS CM CHRGR/CASE

*YAESU FT23FW/NB10 2.5W (5W) 2MTRS CNN CHRGR

DEALERS CALL FOR TRADE PRICES P&P £2.50

versions are currently available:

PMR/Marine bands as well as Band 2 FM Broad-


HANDHELDs

ICOM IC735

NEW PRODUCTS

INTERNATIONAL MODEL 877R AIR BAND RECEIVERS

This new ten-band receiver covers 50-170 Mhz as well as SSB in three bands and is a cost-effective alternative to hand-held scanners. The receive is fitted with a front panel and has good performance for a unit with the coverage. It is supplied complete with microphone and earpiece. The 877R is made from PM/Metallic bands as well as Band 2 FM (Direct) cas. A squelch circuit is held to ensure a tight squelch on the menu. A £250 deposit on all models included. NTM 7R is currently available.

Model 877R, with 2way D/C £39.50

Model 877R with 2way A/C £39.50

DEALERS CALL FOR TRADE PRICES P&P £25.00

SCANNERS

YAESU FRG9600/RWC

We supply the YAESU FRG 9600 modified scanner to Government departments and professional users. We offer more options and tactics than any other company. We transform the basic unit by improving sensitivity and adding extra bands. No other scanner has the many options and modes available. Call now for more information. Overseas dealer enquiries welcome.

Modified YAESU real-vie, NOBDCR can be used like WE can!

YAESU FRG9600/RWC 100kHz-950MHz active Freq £145.00

YAESU FRG9600/RWC 250kHz-950MHz Freq £195.00

NEW YAESU FRG9600 RWC/MK5 100KHZ-950MHZ ACTIVE FREQ £255.00 NEW

RWC MOD KITS

NEW ICOM TYPE COMPATIBLE NICAD PACKS, EMPTY CELL CASES AND DESK TOP CHARGER

NEW RAYCOM PRODUCTS

WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE

Your used equipment. We also offer a very comprehensive range of genuine used equipment, e.g. Amateur band transceivers, SW scanners, scan-

Send a large SAE for copies.

ALL USED EQUIPMENT CARRIES 3 MONTH WARRANTY

STAY WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD

Manufacurers, Importers and Suppliers of World Famous Communications Products

584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST, OLD BURY, WEST MIDLANDS B68 0BS

021-421 8201/2,7, VODAFONE 0836 504587, PRESTEL MBX 21421216 FAX 021 421 2468

Amateur Radio, Business Radio, Radio Telephones, Sales, Service Accessories and Antenna Systems.

Ordering Information: For fast delivery please order by Telephone, Telex or Fax, or send cash/cheques/drafts by post. All

credit/debit cards accepted. £1000.00 instant Credit available subject to status. we also offer our RWC Credit Card. Please call for further details and information. We do NOT advertise products that are not normal stock items. All prices correct at time of going to press. However, prices subject to change without prior notice, E&OE.

WE WILL MATCH OR IMPROVE ANY GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE
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Yes, ICOM radio-communication equipment was literally on top of the world early in July this year as part of Richard Branson and Per Lindstrand’s record-breaking transatlantic hot-air balloon crossing.

Yet again Virgin chose to use ICOM equipment after successful operation on the previous year’s powerboat Blue Riband attempts. ICOM (UK) were in from the start earlier this year when the whole affair was a closely guarded secret.

Firstly the most suitable rigs had to be chosen from the extensive ICOM range and then installed in the confines of the Virgin balloon capsule. A receiving station at the GPO tower in London was set up to monitor calls and plot the balloon’s progress. When the big day came it was a huge relief after the weeks of postponement and then suddenly ICOM was 27,000 feet above the world.

Virgin realise that ICOM design and manufacture radio equipment that is efficient, reliable and to the high standard essential in this kind of operation. ICOM equipment is available in base-station, mobile and handheld formats operating on all Amateur frequencies from HF to microwave.

If you are thinking of starting or expanding your station you will find an ICOM model to suit your requirements, if it’s good enough for the Virgin Atlantic Flyer you can be sure it’s good enough for you. Once again ICOM are proud to have teamed up with Virgin and salute the brave and happily successful new world record.

ICOM (UK) LIMITED
Dept. HRT, FREEPOST,
Herne Bay, Kent
CT6 8BR
Tel: 0227 363859
YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR RADIO

ARROW

ELECTRONICS LIMITED
5, The Street.
Hallfield Peverel.
Chelmsford. Essex

THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST FOR PRICE & AFTER SALES SERVICE

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
phone with your Access, Eurocard,
Mastercharge or Visa number to
02-45 316173 or 3181626

ALL THE TOP BRANDS AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

IT WILL PAY YOU TO PAY US A VISIT!

YAESU MUSEN

CASH & CARRY

SPECIAL OFFERS

FT23R 2 METRE MINI HANDHELD INCL.FBA9 or 10 £205.00

CALL US FOR BEST PRICES YAESU

TR767GX £1395.00

NEW EC751A ADVANCED MODEL HF TRANSCEIVER WITH FREE INTERNAL POWER PACK WORTH £193.00 ONLY £1465.00

ICOM TERRIFIC DEALS INCLUDING:
R7000 SCANNER 25MHZ TO 2 GHz £849.00

Full range of specialised antennas for use with R7000 and other scanners. Competitive prices on request.

IC2BE THE REMARKABLE 25 WATT 2M FM MOBILE WITH BUILT IN SCANNING 138 TO 174 MHZ £219.00

FANTASTIC BARGAIN BASE STATION £839.99 OR WITH 2m or 6m £999.00

CASH PRICES??

This Advert is prepared two months before you read it. If anybody else is selling cheaper — just give ARROW a ring (any branch) for our LATEST price!!

I.C -735 MINI H.F. TRANSCEIVER INC. MICROPHONE £839.00

KENWOOD SUPER NEW MODEL TM211ES 35 WATT 2 METRE FM MOBILE £327.00

AND:
TM421ES 35 WATT 75cms MOBILE £392.00

BEST PRICE HF TRANSCEIVER LAST CHANCE TO BUY, MODEL DISCONTINUED £769.00

IF WANTED FOR LEICESTER PLEASE TELEPHONE AND RESERVE EARLY

TR751E 2 METRE MULTIMODE NOW DOWN TO: £599.00

COMÉ AND SEE THE REST OF OUR MAGNIFICANT SPECIAL OFFERS AT THE LEICESTER AMATEUR RADIO FRIDAY AND SATURDAY OCTOBER 23rd AND 24th

10am-6pm

GRANBY HALLS LEICESTER

HAM RADIO TODAY NOVEMBER 1987
CA-1243E Base Ant. Dual Band
70cm+ 23cm £39.83
CA-2X4X Fibreglass Base Ant.
2M + 70cm £52.50
CA-2X4SUP Dual Band Base 2M + 70 Hi gain £69.00
CA-2X4WX Dual Band Extra High gain 2M + 70 £74.00
CA-2X4Z 2M + 70 Ultra Hi gain Fibreglass Base £91.90
CA412NND Dipllexer
23cm/70 £31.74
CA-ABC22A Base Ant. 2M x 2 S/8 £14.79
CA-ABC22B Base Ant. 2M x 5/8 £15.90
Colinear £59.50
CA-ABC72 Base Antenna 70cm x 2 x 5/8 Colinear £33.00
AC-MS'8 Magnetic Mount £18.20
CA-SUS22 Stainless Steel £23.00
Colin. 2M x 2 x 5/8 Base £52.50
CA-2X4MINI Miniature Mobile Dual Band 70 £15.89
CA-CROSSM Book Mount S/S £14.79
CA-RS2 De-Luxe Gutter Mount £10.65
Full Comet range available, send SAE for price list/Cat.

CAIWA RANGE
MR500 Multitorque Rotator £245.00
MR750PE ditto + preset cont £278.00
MR300E High Speed VHF Rotator £243.00
LGC Lower Mast £18.00
MR750U Motor Unit £75.00
MR300U Fast motor unit £75.00
KS065 Mast Bearing £39.00
(Meters are Crossed needle type)

CA-1410M 3.5-150Mhz £58.00
SWR/PWR £460M 140-450Mhz £62.00
SWR/PWR £4489 900-1300Mhz £86.00
SWR/PWR £5266A PA 1.8-150Mhz £135.00
SWR/PWR £606VN 140-525Mhz (NS660P) £55.00
CNW727 Dual Band Aerial Tuner & SWR/PWR £110.00
DQSO3/30 3kw £129.00
ADONIS AM303G Desk Mic £53.00
AM503G Super directional w.s.p. proc £59.00
FX6 Super directional mobile mic £69.00
ALINCO ELH230D(II) 2M Linear 3 in 30 £110.00
FX8 Super directional Mobile £129.00
KP250 VHF Rotator £78.00
KR400 Meter cont. +/- 180 deg. £139.00
KR400C Round Meter £169.00
KR500 Elevation rotator £149.95
KR800C 360 deg. HD rot. £214.00
KP100 Electronic Keyer £109.00

WELZ-DIAMOND
SP225 HF+6M+2M/PWR/SWR Meter PEP+Avg. £199.00
SP425 2M + 70cm ditto £119.95
SP620 HF + 6M+2M+70cm ditto £109.95
SP825 HT to 1200Mhz with Auto SWR £169.95
RS3050 30 Amp 3-15v £159.00
CP5 10-80M vertical with radial kit £105.00
D130N Discone 26-1.3 Ghz "N" socket + lead £25.25

ANTENNAS
HF2V 80M + 40M £139.95
Vertical £385.00 £154.65
HFE6 6 Band Vertical £154.65
TBR160 Top Band Coil £55.24
STR2 Radial Kit £46.00
SAVANT SA450 2 Way Antenna Switch £59.95
CS201 2 Way Antenna Switch £21.90
CS201G 2 Way Antenna Switch £35.00
CS4 4 Way Ant. SWC £30.00

COMPLETE RANGES STOCKED OF ALL MAJOR BRANDS

SATELLITE TELEVISION
We are one of the U.K.'s most experienced suppliers & installers. Systems from £59.00 to £3200 or more. We can deliver & install throughout UK or Continent. (Other countries subject to special arrangements) SPECIAL EXPORT PRICES. MONTHLY DELIVERIES TO EC.

INTEREST FREE FINANCE
Many Major items are available with our FREE CREDIT Scheme.
20% down Balance over 6 months
1/3rd down Balance over 9 months
30% down Balance over 12 months
Competitive Finance available with 10% deposit/Part exchange at deposit balance over up to four years. Written details on request.

EXPORT?? WHY PAY FULL PRICE IN LONDON?
Special prices AND Tax-free for foreign visitors with free delivery to your London Hotel by our Courier service (Also Harwich/Felixstowe). Please Telephone 0245 381672 (or 0383 294230 after hours)

SATELLITE TELEVISION

YOU MAY TELEPHONE FOR ANY SPECIAL OFFERS FOR COLLECTION AT LEICESTER SHOWPLACE.
TX-3 RTTY/CW/ASCII TRANSCEIVE

The high performance, low cost system
Split-screen, type-ahead operation, receive screen unwrap, 24 large memories, clock, review store, callsign capture, RTTY auto CR/LF, CW software filtering and much more. Uses interface or T.U. BBC-B/Master and CBM64 tape £20, disc £22. Spectrum tape £35 inc. adapter board. For VIC20 we have our RTTY/CW transceive program. Tape £20.

RX-4 RTTY/CW/SSTV/AMTOR RECEIVE

This is still a best-selling program and it’s easy to see why. Superb performance on 4 modes, switch modes at a keypress to catch all the action. Text and picture store with dump to screen, printer or tape/disc. An essential piece of software for trawling the bands. Uses interface. BBC-B/Master, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape £25. SPECTRUM tape £40 inc. adaptor board. the SPECTRUM software-only version (input to EAR socket) is still available £25.

TIFI INTERFACE Perfect for TX3 and RX4, it has 2-stage RTTY and CW filters and computer noise reduction for excellent reception. Transmit outputs for MIC, PTT and KEY. Kit £15 (assembled PCB + Cables, Connectors) or ready-made £25, boxed with all connections. Extra MIC leads for extra rigs £3 each. State rig(s).

WORLD AND UK/EUROPE MAP LOCATOR Maps, great circles, distances, bearings, contest scores. Lat/Long, locators, NGR, hundreds of placenames. BBC-B/Master, ELECTRON ONLY. Tape £10.

LOCATOR Distances, bearings, contest scores. Lat/Long, locators. SPECTRUM, CBM64, VIC20 tape £7.

And for the BBC-B/Master, SPECTRUM, ELECTRON, CBM64, VIC20.

MORSE TUTOR 1 - 40 wpm. Learn by ear, practise using random letters, figures, punctuation, words. 40 plain language texts supplied or type your own. With learning guide, tape £6.

LOGBOOK Date, band, mode, call and remarks. Instant callsearch. Log printout. Tape £8.

RAE MATHS Unlimited practice and testing for the exam calculations. Tape £9.

ZX81-16K RAE maths and original morse tutor. Prices as above.

All BBC and CBM64 programs are available on DISC at £2 extra.

Prices include VAT and P&P, 1st Class inland, airmail overseas, normally by return. Eire, C.I, BFPO deduct 13%.

technical software (HRT)
Fron, Upper Llandrindod, Caerphilly LL54 7RF.
Tel: 0286 881886
THE LEICESTER AMATEUR RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE

INVITE YOU TO THE NATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION

AT THE GRANBY HALLS LEICESTER

ON FRIDAY & SATURDAY OCTOBER 23rd & 24th 10.00 am - 6.00 pm

BRING & BUY STAR RAFFLE

Admission — ADULTS £1
Concessions for Children and O.A.P.’s

Enquiries to Frank G4PDZ on 0533 553293
PROFESSIONALS AND DISCERNING RADIO AMATEURS ALWAYS CHOOSE

COMPACT LATTICE TOWERS—SLIMLINE TUBULAR MASTS
Telescopic—Tilt-over, Fixed—Mobile from 3M to 60M.
Over 50 Models, suitable for a wide range of civil and military applications such as:
- Radio Communications
- Amateur Radio
- CCTV and Surveillance
- Meteorological Monitoring
- Aero & Marine Nav Aids
- Flood Lighting etc.

Purpose designed using 4.5m and 3m section modules
for low retracted heights and cost effective shipping.
Engineered to B.S.I. standards and hot dip galvanised to
BS729 for protection. Wind loads are based on BS CP3
CHAP V PT 2 1972 for wind speeds up to 100mph/160kph.

RELIABILITY—QUALITY—KNOW HOW.
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL DETAILS.

COMPACT LATTICE TOWERS—SLIMLINE TUBULAR MASTS
Telescopic—Tilt-over, Fixed—Mobile from 3M to 60M.
Over 50 Models, suitable for a wide range of civil and military applications such as:
- Radio Communications
- Amateur Radio
- CCTV and Surveillance
- Meteorological Monitoring
- Aero & Marine Nav Aids
- Flood Lighting etc.

Purpose designed using 4.5m and 3m section modules
for low retracted heights and cost effective shipping.
Engineered to B.S.I. standards and hot dip galvanised to
BS729 for protection. Wind loads are based on BS CP3
CHAP V PT 2 1972 for wind speeds up to 100mph/160kph.

RELIABILITY—QUALITY—KNOW HOW.
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL DETAILS.

WE DESIGN—WE MAKE—WE SELL—DIRECT. No Middle Man.
At manufacturers prices—you get best value.

ALSO SPACE SAVER 3ele 4 BAND AO6-20 BEAM
169.00 + 9 00 CARR. UK MAINLAND ONLY.

ALLEGRO ANTENNAS
N.B.S. STANDARD • USER ADJUSTABLE MATCHING • 'N' SOCKET TERMINATION
P.T.F.E. INSULATION GAMMA • GAIN OPTIMISED • EASY ASSEMBLY • MADE IN U.K.

CODE MODEL GAIN COST inc. VAT

143.5 5 Ele 9.2dBi £19.49
143-TX 10 Ele Crossed 13.4dBi £56.55
143-TX 17 Ele Long 15.0dBi £45.08
144.5 5 Ele 9.2dBi £22.46
144.5 10 Ele 10.5dBi £27.77
144.5 15 Ele 11.5dBi £32.93
144.5 15 Ele 13.5dBi £40.36
144.5 10 Ele Crossed 10.3dBi £41.11
144.0P Ground Plane Unity £15.57
70.4 10 Ele 7.1dBi £34.64
70.5 10 Ele 9.2dBi £52.00
60.2 2 Ele 4.7dBi £32.00
53/3 1 Ele 7.1dBi £39.85
53/3 1 Ele 9.2dBi £39.90
CE50 50-5/5-6 Conversion Kit £11.90

POWER SPLITTERS

70cm 2 Way £23.46
2 Way £27.60
3 Way £30.60
4 Way £50.50

SEAF 4/320 Stacking/Female £9.75

NON-METALLIC MAST
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £8.75
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £9.00
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £9.50
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £10.00
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £10.50
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £11.00
- SPN 1.5M (5") dia/With Finning Clamp £11.50

We also have in stock a large range of new and secondhand products. callers are always welcome. We stock MICROWAVE MODULES, DRAE, SEM, STARMASTER, KEYS, WELTZ, TEL Aerials, RSGB and PW Publications.

SEE OUR STAND AT LEICESTER 1987
HEATHERLITE
PRODUCTS

EXPLORER H.F LINEAR AMPLIFIER

Price £1050 inc. V.A.T.
CARRIAGE EXS EXTRA.

Manufacturer of Power Amplifiers & Microphones
1 BEVERLEY BUSINESS CENTRE, ST. NICHOLAS ROAD, BEVERLEY, N. HUMBERSIDE.

TEL: 0438 351710

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO EQUIPMENT AND KITS

CB to 10m

CB TO 10 FM CONVERSION BOARD — The first available and still very popular. Converts all mobile CB's with LC7129 or LC7137 or TC7191PP PLL IC's to give 28.01-29.70MHz in sequence without gaps. Colt 1200DX Hy gain 5. Multimode 2, Major M360, Tristar 474 & 777, Concord, Kobe 148, etc. £5 inc. return P&P. Jumbo & Biplane 145, £95. 80 Channel rigs similar to the above are modified to give 28.41-29.70MHz in sequence without gaps, £55 inclusive. 200 channel rigs are converted to give 28.01-30.00MHz or 28.05-29.70MHz as required. Super Hy gain 5, Lafayette 2000, Super Star 2000, £52.50, Super Star 2000-5x40CH £70, Colt 1600, £65.50.

2.4 and 6m EQUIPMENT

TRANSCLEAN CONVERTER, simple board 500mW RF output. 25mW to 50mW 10m drive. Leave all mod-op. operation. Low noise receive section on all versions. Types TRC 5-10, TRC 4-10, TRC 6-10, & TRC 9-10. PCB kit £39, PCB built £54, Boxed kit £54, Boxed built £85.25.

TRANSCLEAN CONVERTER, two boards versions 2.8W RF output, has generous internal band-pass and harmonic filtering. Multimode, and low noise on receive. Types TRX 1-10R, TRX 4-10R, TRX 5-10R. PCB kits £44.75, PCB's built £62.25, Boxed kit £60, Boxed built £99.50.

VAT & P&P INC PRICES
Delivery within 14 days subject to availability. 24 hr answering.

UNIT B6, MARABOUT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
DORCHESTER, DORSET. TEL: 0305 62250

AKD
TEL: 0438 351710

MAIL ORDER DEPT.
Stock Items Normally Despatched within 48 hours.
21 days latest.

TV INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS??!

Are you having trouble receiving a watchable picture on your TV? If so the cause may be aerialborne interference. For many years AKD has manufactured a low cost range of in-line interference suppression filters that are easily inserted into the aerial system to help reduce the effects of interference from local tv/radio, CB, amateur radio, airport, radar, etc. Each filter is terminated in standard aerial coax plug and socket and requires no external power. Fitting could not be more simple. No technical knowledge is needed. There are 11 standard stocked filters in our range, but individual filters can be tuned to reject interference at specific frequencies if required. If you are not sure which filter type to order or have any questions regarding interference phone our helpline on 0438 351710 and ask for John who will be pleased to assist you in making the best choice of filter.

THE FILTER RANGE IS AS FOLLOWS:

FILTER TYPE RBF1
A range of filters designed to eliminate Radar Blip, especially noticeable on video recorders. Stocked on channel 36 and 846MHz (RAF Bou 黚er interference) can be tuned at our factory from 430MHz to 890MHz.
£16.75 each

FILTER TYPE TWF2
A range of Tuned Notch filters stocked on generally useful frequencies used by Amateur Radio operators, CB users. Private Taxi companies. Can be factory tuned to reject any spot frequency up to 300MHz.
£7.75 each

TOROID RINGS
£2.50 per pair

OUR FILTERS ARE SUCCESSFULLY USED BY LEADING TV RENTAL COMPANIES AND CARRY OUR USUAL 14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

HFC1 CONVTER
£40.00
For the FRG 660/965 our new HF Converter, connects to the aerial socket, and powered direct from the 8 Volt t.p. of the FRG 960. Tuned from 100, 150MHz to 160MHz, gives tuning range of 100KHz to 60MHz, uses double balanced mixer with low pass filter on output. * Can be supplied with BNC termination for other scanners *

Unifilter 'CLAMP-ON' RADIO FREQUENCY CHOKE
Allows leads to be torroidally protected without the need to cut or remove plugs or connectors. Ideally suited for moulded plugs, leads, ribbon, and large diameter cables. Can easily be fitted and stacked in multiples to increase rejection. Unifilter works by suppressing the interference currents that flow along the outside of cables without affecting the signals or power flowing inside. This means that you don't need to worry about upsetting normal operation or invalidating guarantees. Suitable for both reducing the emission of, or rejecting the effect of 'common mode' interference as experienced on computer, hi-fi & speaker leads, as well as the normal mains & aerial cables.

UF 4 KIT (SUITABLE FOR SMALLER INSTALLATIONS) £9.69
UF 8 KIT (FOR MULTI INSTALLATIONS) £19.55

UNIVERSAL BALE RING £2.50 per pair

PROPS: RT & VEL Wagtstaft, Technical Adviser: John Armstrong

All PRICES EXCLUDE P&P & VAT & P&P INC PRICES
GAREX ELECTRONICS
WEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM

This is the genuine MICROWAVE METEOSAT system, 24 hour geostationary (prediction charts not required).
Not to be confused with cheaper, computer add-on devices that normally utilise the VHF Satellites which are only usable for a few minutes at a time.
Our complete plug in and go package requires no computer, no software, and can be up and running, including dish alignment within 10 minutes.

Nothing more to buy: Dish, Microwave Receiver, Frame Store, 12” B/W Monitor AND ALL PLUGINS & CABLES

**Prices include UK P&P and 15% VAT**

**Ask for details of our Interest Free Credit**

**MAIN DISTRIBUTORS FOR REVCO ELECTRONICS LTD**
Ask for details of the latest REVCO “Whippet” & "Kwikfit" antennas and solderless coaxial connectors.

**Prices include UK P&P and 15% VAT**

**Ask for details of our Interest Free Credit**

GAREX ELECTRONICS
HARROW HOUSE, AKEMAN STREET, TRING HP23 6AA
TELEPHONE (04428) 8580 & CHEDDINGTON (0296) 68684

Callers by appointment only.

---

K W TEN — TEC
ARGOSY II

A TOP OF THE RANGE WINNER

A 100 watt, 6 - Band SSB/CW Transceiver that combines excellent performance, Reliability, Simplicity of operation, and low cost.

**HOME STATION — MOBILE — PORTABLE**

**Features:**
- Full Break-in (OSK)
- * Automatic Sideband Selection
- Full Band coverage - 3.5,7,10.1,14,21,28.0 MHz
- Separate PSU. (if required)
- Linear Crystal Mixer VFO
- Sideband, adjustable for volume and pitch
- 100 watts input, OPR switch. Receiver sensitivity 0.3 uV, typical.
- Offset Receiver Tuning and ‘Notch’
- Operates on 12VDC.
- Improved Dynamic Range

K W TRAPS, K W TRAP DIPOLES, BALUNS, ANTENNA SWITCH, PRECISION MORSE KEYS

**LATEST NEWS FROM K W**

Fritzell Baluns, H.F. Beams & Verticals now in Stock.

A NEW TRANSMITTER — IN ADDITION TO THE CORSAIR II. & CENTURY 22, THE "PARAGON" IS EXPECTED SHORTLY, THIS IS A 200 WATT INPUT TRANSMITTER WITH GENERAL COVERAGE RX/CW/SSB/FSK/AM/FM (OPTIONAL) AND MANY ADDITIONAL FEATURES.

**Write or phone for Price List and/or brochures**

K W TEN-TEC LTD
Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham, Kent ME4 5RT.

Tel: (Medway) 0634-815173; Telex: 965834

---

MULTIMETERS

**By Cirkit**

**Affordable Accuracy**

A comprehensive range of quality Multimeters at very competitive prices

**DIGITAL**

All models feature full ranges, 3½ digit, 0.5 in LCD, low battery indication, auto zero and auto polarity, strong ASS casing, 10 Amp range (except DM105), overload protection. Prices from £21.50 to £52.50. Battery, spare fuse, test leads and manual included with each model.

**ANALOGUE**

A choice of four meters with prices ranging from £5.50 to £21.00. All models include battery, test leads and manual.

Please add 15% VAT to all prices and 70p for post and packing.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.

Phone or write for full catalogue price £1.20 to

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7NL.

Telephone (0992) 444111.
Letter of the month

Snail Mail?

Dear HRT, I am writing to you following what I consider to be a disappointing lack of service by the City & Guilds and local authority concerning the RAE results.

My girlfriend sat the May exam after about 9 months of hard study and some considerable expense. I rang the C&G to find out when we could expect to hear the glad/sad tidings and was told that all results were in the post (Mon 27-7-87); today (4-8-87) they have still not arrived. The local college is of the attitude that we must wait even though other local areas are now awaiting their callsigns, the C&G do not think a week is a long time for a letter/package to travel the 300 miles involved. I was unable to discover the method of delivery used as I wondered if the packages were registered. As the RSGB are involved in setting the exam I had thought of writing to them on the subject but then I remembered I was still waiting for replies to matters from last year's AGM and decided against it.

The most annoying thing is that my tale is not an isolated one as I feel that this is a twice yearly problem each Feb/August.

Come on C&G, get your act together!

In closing may I through your column inform your readership that I hope to attend the AGM of the RSGB as I did last year and if any member is unable to attend but would like to register a proxy vote or to have a question asked then I am willing to accept them. Thank you and keep up the good work.

Martyn Bolt, G4SU1

An Open Letter to RAYNET

Dear RAYNET, Having recently suffered two displays of arrogant, pig-headed boorishness from your members — one of them being a so-called Raynet controller, I assumed, not knowing anything about Raynet, that these were isolated cases of two self-opinionated individuals bringing discredit to your organization. On discussing the matter with other amateurs in the South of England — many of whose opinions I respect — I was surprised to discover that they hold Raynet in universal contempt and that my unfortunate experiences are not isolated instances.

The first occasion was outside Bredhurston when my car was boxed in by a clapped out Renault 5 bearing enormous 'Raynet Controller' stickers. I returned to the store to enquire as to who the Renault's owner was. A slightly-built individual who appeared to have much in common with Hitler as to stature and moustache was pointed out to me. He was also sporting an SS-style armband, a peaked cap, and a huge badge that identified him as a 'Raynet Controller'. His remarkable physical likeness to the former leader of the master race was extended to his personality because when I politely pointed out to him that his car was double-parked, facing the wrong way at night with its headlights blazing, he declared that he was on Raynet business. The implication being that Raynet business is of such importance that its members have the right to disregard the law of the land and the safety of other road users.

My second encounter with Raynet was when I was curtly asked to move off a frequency because, 'it was a Raynet debriefing frequency'. I asked when the frequency would be needed was told 'not until Sunday when we will be holding an exercise'. My observation that we would not be needing the frequency for that long fell on deaf ears and I was told that I would be reported if I didn't move. To whom I would be reported was not made clear. I have recently been listening to Raynet's so-called frequencies and have never heard them being used. Bearing in mind the crowded nature of the radio spectrum and limited segments allocated to amateurs, it is a measure of your monumental arrogance that you should demand clear frequencies at all times so that a bunch of self-opinionated neo-fascists can play tin pot soldiers and futile war games. Not even the RSGB make such demands — their wholly reasonable requests are that certain frequencies are not used at certain times so that they are available for slow morse broadcasts and news bulletins.

My argument is simple: if the purpose of your organization is to assist the populace or other amateurs in some vague, unspecified manner, then obviously, by becoming almost universally detested and mistrusted, you have failed miserably in your objectives. On the other hand, if your aim is to become a heartily disliked pain in the ass, then you have succeeded spectacularly. Assuming the former to be the case, the sensible thing would be for you to wind up your organization or to rename it and restructure in such a way as to win the support and respect of the amateur community.

Accordingly, a group of amateurs comprising the requisite number of proposers and seconders are drawing up a motion for the next AGM of the RSGB that requires the society to sever all its connections with Raynet and to discontinue the publication of RSGB band plans with Raynet frequency allocations.

James Follett, G1LXP

We look forward to publishing a reply from RAYNET — and comment from other readers (please keep them short!)

Dear HRT, Oh dear, what a lot of old whines made from sour grapes and then mixed with rumour by G4XMH in your October issue. The first class B licences were issued in 1964 and allowed phone operation on 430MHz and above. The main purpose was to encourage experimentation; and home construction was essential in the absence of commercial equipment. The frequency limit was subsequently reduced to 144MHz where it stayed for some considerable time. At the WARC in 1979 the lower limit of operation without a formal morse qualification was reduced to 30MHz which is also the internationally agreed dividing line between HF and VHF. As long ago as 1982 the UK amateur licence was changed to reflect most of the agreements made at WARC 79. Despite this it has taken the DTI another six years to fully implement the lower limit which they voted for. It is most regrettable that
our national society has been so ineffectual in getting this change implemented before now.

I don't think many class B licencees would consider themselves to be an elite any more than most class A licensees would. I find it hard to understand why G4XMH should complain about class B licencees using CW. Most of the CW I have heard sent by class B licensees has been of a reasonable standard and in some cases excellent. In any case the main object of allowing it is so that people can practice and improve their ability. However, despite RSGB propaganda class B licensees are not restricted to using CW just for training purposes. A look at the 1986 callbook shows some 14,000 class B licensees who have been licenced for over five years. Are all these amateurs unable to pass the CW test? It seems a much more probable hypothesis that they don't wish to. Not much experimenting happens on HF these days whereas there remains much to be done on 50MHz and above. In the field of experimentation the number of amateurs active on a band is a great asset which the professionals cannot hope to equal. No doubt class B licencees (and many class A licencees as well) will contribute much to our knowledge of 50MHZ instead of aspiring to working pseudo DX on the HF bands as Mr Allen would have us believe.

P L Crossland, G6JNS

The RSGB

Dear HRT, I am writing to express my support for G4AJJ's opinions as expressed in his letter in the September issue of HRT.

The role of the RSGB in amateur radio has gradually been changing over the last few years. It is not only the society representing radio amateurs, but also a regulatory body in amateur radio — control of Morse tests is the most obvious example of this.

The organisation of the RSGB may have been perfectly adequate twenty or thirty years ago, but it is certainly not suitable for the present climate of amateur radio, particularly in view of the changing role of the society. Unfortunately, because of the very nature of the society, the organisation is self-perpetuating. Many members many feel unhappy with the society, but not unhappy enough to make the considerable concerted effort required to do something about it.

In particular, I would like to emphasise G4AJJ's comment about council elections. Candidates are not allowed to make any sort of policy statement in their election notes, yet, once elected to council, they immediately make policy decisions. This is like having a general election in which the candidates are not allowed to say whether they are Labour or Conservative!

Well, G4AJJ and G4IDE think there is something wrong with the organisation of our society, how many others in the silent masses agree with us?

Roger Barker, G4IDE

Well, if you want to change the RSGB, the only way available is to campaign for the change, and that means getting up and doing something. If you don't, you're in danger of getting the society you deserve.

Calling G5RNS/G6RNS

Dear HRT, The North Staffordshire Raynet Group would ask if any of your readers know the whereabouts of G5RNS or G6RNS. Should anyone have information would they be so kind as to contact me on 0782-612868.

Allan Drake, G1EBD

AR2002 Interfacing

Dear HRT, I am the proud owner of an AR 2002 which I would like to try to use with a computer. However the cost of the AOR interface is too expensive for me.

Does anyone know how to build a cheap and simple interface or can anyone tell me the signal formats etc to help me experiment.

Richard Morrall, G8ZHA

Can anyone help?

£10 for the Letter of the Month

You've got a gripe about the bandplans, or you're sick of being wiped out by next doors microwave. Or maybe you've been bowled over by the excellent service from your local radio shop.

Whatever you've got to say about amateur radio say it here in the letters column and you could win yourself £10 for writing the letter of the month.

Send your epistles to: Letters Column, Ham Radio Today, ASP Ltd, 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB.
EDITORIAL

Don’t overprice our hobby!

It barely seems a year ago that we reviewed the first rig on these pages that cost over £1000 — and we treated it as a once-in-a-lifetime dream purchase. Now it seems as if even an average HF rig is pushing £2000 (indeed this month’s cover subject is a test of improvements to a rig which is well down that road).

The problem is that such prices marginalise our hobby. As prices go up fewer can afford to get involved. Is it any wonder that the days of the post-CB boom are drawing to a close?

The analogy with hi-fi is instructive, though not I hope completely applicable. Some years ago, the editor though he was really pushing out the boat when he bought a record deck costing nearly £30; now it seems that you can easily part with £1000 for a tone arm alone! A few people buy them, a few dealers make a lot of money, and what the public buys as hi-fi is now a bit better than the ‘Dansette’ that was the norm before. But hi-fi as a hobby has all but died.

I’m sure many dealers like the super-rigs, the margins are certainly higher, but while the gadgetry is impressive, the prices are slowly strangling the hobby by keeping the new blood out.

Dave Bradshaw, G1HRT
Editor

Photographic Competition

Well, at least it makes a change from all these boring radio competitions, after all, radio amateurs don’t want to have to go on the air to enter competitions, do they?

The theme of the photographic competition is, you’ve guessed, ‘Amateur Radio’, and its being organised by the Newport Amateur Radio Society.

It’s open to everyone, not just radio amateurs (though who else would be interested in taking photos of the double-crossed Yagis, we don’t know...)

The competition is divided into groups of under and over 18, and there are three categories of depicting amateur radio in Gwent, or in Wales, or in the whole world. A maximum of two entries is allowed per entrant.

Entries must be in by May 30th 1988, and the best entries will be displayed at the Royal National Eisteddfod of Wales, being held in Newport, Gwent from July 30th to August 6th.

More details may be obtained from NARS, PO Box 33, Newport, Gwent.

Change A Coax

If you’re lucky enough to have several antennas to feed to the same rig, then you will have the need for a coaxial switch. Winchester Communications can offer you the Hofi range of five-way switches which start in price at £54.

There are manually controlled or remote controlled versions as you see here, and the remote controlled version includes a remotely controlled switch box, so that the antenna rotator can be controlled via the same eight-way control cable (which should help to preserve the nation’s copper stocks).

With power handling of up to 3 kW, insertion loss of 0.04 dB and SWR better than 1.06, these units could bear further investigation; Winchester Communications, Trinder House, Free Street, Bishops Waltham, Hampshire S03 1EE, telephone 04893 3404.

Telecomms Go Nevada

Telecomms have given up the unequal struggle against people who think they’re really British Telecom, and are changing their name to Nevada Communications.

Telecomms have been trading under that name since 1969, and at that time British Telecom was still part of the Post Office. They already market some products under the name Nevada Communications, so it isn’t a completely illogical move. Nevada will make the change from the 1st November, but will stay at their present address of 189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants PO2 9AE.

Award For Welching

Pretty good for a G1 working from London, eh? Actually, we have to confess that the award was given on an honorary basis to G1HRT — such are the perks of editing the UK’s best radio magazine.

The rest of you will have to contact three stations in each of the eight counties of Wales before the 1st March 1988, and send log extracts (certified by two other licensed amateurs) along with £1.50 sterling (or 8 IRCs) to the Awards Manager, Carmarthen Radio Society, PO Box 4, Carmarthen, Dyfed SA31 1AA, Wales. SWLs can apply for the award too, on a heard basis.

Apparently this is the first award for covering the whole principality of Wales.
More RAE Courses!

If you haven't found yourself an RAE course by now, go to the back of the shack (what do you mean, you've got a licence already, that's no excuse...). The courses have already started, but here's the latest list, in no particular order (all the courses are evenings):

- **Guildford College of Technology** on Mondays - ring B.Purse, G1RNV, during normal college hours on 0483 31251.
- **Grafton Radio Society at Elizabeth Garratt Anderson School**, Rising Hill School, London N1 on Mondays; there's a Morse course on Wednesdays.
- **Arnold & Carlton College of Learning** - ring B.Purse, G1RNV, during normal college hours on 0602 876503.
- **Grappenhall, Warrington** - information from 021 953 430 7267.
- **Henderson College, Corner Mead, Grahame Park, Collindale, London NW9 on Tuesdays.**
- **Hendon College, Corner Mead, Grahame Park, Collindale, London NW9 on Wednesdays (details from 0942 883729).**
- **Crawley at Ifield Community College, Lady Margaret Road, Ifield, Crawley, W Sussex, on Mondays (Crawley 24007 for details).**
- **Wythall Radio Club at their club HQ in Wythall House, Wythall Park, Silver Street, Wythall (south of Birmingham off the A435) on Thursdays; information from 021 430 7267 (evenings).**
- **Arnold & Carlton College of Further Education, Digby Avenue, Mapperley, Nottingham on Wednesdays, with short courses suitable for resits and those with some knowledge of electronics on Thursdays. Also there is a construction class on Tuesdays and a Morse class on Wednesdays. Info on 0602 876503.**
- **Stevenage & District Amateur Radio Society at Addington High School, Fairchilds Avenue, New Addington, near Croydon, on Wednesdays (0689 41461).**
- **Stevenage & District ARS are actually starting their course on October 6th, so you lot in Stevenage will not have missed anything yet... Course is at Sitec Ltd, Ridgmond Park, Telford Avenue, Stevenage (ring Stevenage 724991 for details).**
- **West Manchester at Hulton High School, Longshaw Drive Little Hulton, Worsley, Manchester, on Wednesdays (details from 0942 883729).**
- **Grappenhall, Warrington at Grappenhall Community Centre, Grappenhall, Warrington, on Wednesdays.**
- **No more till next year, please!**

50 And 70 Info

The DTI have now reissued their Radio Amateur Information Sheet No 2 on the 50 and 70 MHz bands, and it has details of the latest changes to the allocations. You can get a copy of this useful sheet by simply requesting it from the Department of Trade and Industry, Communications Division, Amateur Radio Section, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA, or by telephoning them on 01 275 3316. Whatever you do, don't send them an SAE, they can't use it and they'll only have to send it back to you!

Canadian Liberation Station

To celebrate the liberation of the town of Knokke in Belgium by Canadian troops on November 1st, 1944, during the second world war, there will be quite a lot of things going on around the town including a special event station, ON4CLM, which will be giving a special award for contacts with the station. The station will be on the air from October 26th until November 3rd on the following frequencies: 3.685, 7.045, 14.145, 21.245, 28.545 and 144.250 MHz SSB; 3.515, 7.012, 14.020, 21.020, 28.020, and 144.020 MHz CW; and 145.475 MHz FM. The award costs £2 or $5 or 10 IRCs, and additional info is available from: Radio ON4CLM, PO Box 140, 8300 Knokke, Belgium.

Book Corner

Here's a book for the editor — no more will we hear the dah-de-dah of his baleful efforts to learn morse, for to rescue him comes The Secret of Learning Morse Code by Mark Francis, GOGBY, published by Spa Publishing, 18-20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex.

In slightly over 80 pages it covers all the stages of learning Morse, from familiarising yourself with the letters in small groups at a time, to the test itself, and adds several useful-looking appendices. Only time will tell if it will help our editor. The price is £4.95 plus 90p postage for mail order, and it is available through Waters and Stanton 18-20 Hockley, Essex SS5 4OS, or from your local shop.

The other book which landed on our table this month is An Introduction to Antenna Theory by H C Wright, published by Bernard Babani (Publishing) Ltd, The Grampians, Shepherds Bush Road, London W6 7NF, it too is a relatively slim volume, at again just over 80 pages, and it is an attempt to cover the elementary theory assuming little previous knowledge on the subject.

At first sight, it looks useful, if a little mathematical. Any if any of our readers are sitting on a helium liqueur, there is even a section on superconducting antennas (this may not be so unrealistic in the near future, as higher and higher temperature super-conductors are discovered).
To assist an operator in sending good, easy-to-read, Morse code, transmissions are normally monitored by an audible signal known as 'side-tone'. In commercial equipment this is usually provided by an audio oscillator activated by the keying circuit of the transmitter. In terms of monitoring the quality of the Morse sent, this arrangement cannot be built into a final design if required. When not used as a CW monitor, the dual unit can be used as a conventional field-strength meter.

Circuit Details
RF energy picked up by the small antenna is rectified to DC by diodes D1 and D2. RV1 is the sensitivity control, and SW1 selects meter or audio operation. IC1 is the low power version of the well known NE555 timer and careful selection of the values of the timing components, R2, R3 and C4, has resulted in a highly sensitive oscillator. Used with headphones this can respond to radiated signals or less than ¼ watt, and will also drive the internal speaker with a little more power. T1, the output transformer, has a centre tap on the high impedance side which is not used. Output, as shown, is for 8 ohm stereo headphones, and the 30 ohm type work equally well. The speaker is muted when the phone jack is in the socket.

Construction
For this project it was decided to adapt an earlier design, namely a beginner's field-strength meter, as a means of progressing to a slightly more complicated circuit.

Most components are mounted on the smallest standard size Vero-board, Fig. 3. The breaks in the copper track are made with a spot face cutter, or with a hand-held ¼" twist drill, before soldering. The mounting holes are drilled out from the track side to prevent damage to the track as the drill breaks through. An IC holder is used to avoid having to...
to solder directly onto the pins of IC1. The tags of T1 are inserted through the holes drilled for them, bent inwards, and soldered to the copper track underneath.

Before mounting the components, use the drilled out board to mark the position of the mounting holes on the base of the cabinet. Fig. 2c. The loudspeaker is located to one side, behind the pre-punched holes in the case cover, and secured with super-glue. Those not familiar with this powerful adhesive should read the maker’s instructions carefully before use. Flexible connecting wire (about 150mm) is soldered to the speaker and connected to the terminal block prior to final assembly.

The various connecting wires are soldered to the Veroboard at the same time as the components and are connected to the panel fittings etc, after the board is bolted through the mounting pillars to the cabinet base. Do not insert IC1 in its holder at this stage.

**Testing And Using The Monitor**

Switch to meter function and operate the transmitter to confirm that the rectified DC is of the correct polarity. If the meter gives a reverse reading, check that it is correctly wired and/or that the diodes are the right way round. When all is well, insert IC1, switch to monitor operation and turn the unit round so that the meter faces to the rear.
Place it near the transmitter, antenna tuning unit, or antenna feed line. A certain amount of experiment will be necessary to obtain the best pick-up, which may also vary from band to band. Insert the headphone jack into the phone socket. Key the transmitter and adjust the position of the unit, and/or the sensitivity control, for best received signal in the headphones. Remove the jack plug and repeat the process with the loud-speaker output.

Depending on the type of antenna installation and the amount of RF in the shack, it may be necessary, when using very low power, to increase the pick-up by wrapping a length of insulated wire around the antenna feeder and connecting this to the monitor antenna terminal post. Additional sensitivity or audio gain can be obtained by using an external larger, or better quality, speaker via the headphone socket.

When the monitor is used as an outboard unit for CW operating, the receiver must be muted in some way during transmissions. How to do this will depend on individual station arrangements, but ideally, the monitored transmitted signal should be heard from the same source as the received signal by linking it in some way with the receiver's audio output stage. The monitor itself will substitute for a field-strength meter in certain applications. The audio output will increase or decrease with varying RF output, and some experimenters may prefer audio to visual monitoring.

Finally, with a low voltage (1.5-6 volts) applied to the monitor circuit at points a and b in Fig. 1, it can be used as a Morse practice oscillator, keyed in the positive line, or as a signal source for audio fault tracing. In the prototype, current consumption at 1.5v was 370uA, and at 6v, 1.4mA, ensuring extremely long battery life. This, coupled with the simplicity of the circuit provides a cheap and versatile addition to any experimenters array of equipment.

![Fig. 2 Panel drilling details](image)

![Fig. 4 Inter-wiring details](image)

**Components List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
<th>INDUCTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 4k7 ¼w</td>
<td>IC1 ICM7555, low power timer</td>
<td>TI LT700 1mH miniature RF choke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2.3 5M6 ¼w</td>
<td>D1,2 OA91, germanium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV1 47K linear pot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 0.1u disc ceramic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 0.01u disc ceramic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 0.47u polycarbonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 100p polystyrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INDUCTORS**

- RFC1 LT700 1mH miniature RF choke

**Components List**

- Metal case, 80 x 50 x 100mm: Signal strength meter, 250uA; Mini-toggle switch; 4mm terminal post and plug; Coat-hanger wire for antenna, 390mm; Knob for VR1: Veroboard, 24 holes x 10 strips; Plastic spacers: ½” x 6BA clearance (4); Bolts, 6BA x ½” (5); Nuts, 6BA (5); Stereo jack socket with break contacts; Speaker, 8 ohms; 1½” dia; IC holder, 8 pin DIL; 3-way terminal block; connecting wire.
Just how systematic are your records? You could be getting more satisfaction by being a bit more fussy.

After you have been listening on the broadcast bands for a while, you will probably want to keep some sort of record of what you have heard. There are several reasons for this, perhaps the most important being that you would like some sort of reference so that you can tune into favourite stations or programmes again. If you start sending out reception reports to stations heard, you will also need some sort of record as to when the report was sent out and — hopefully — when the QSL is eventually received. In this way, you will be able to see at a glance which stations are good QSLers, which take a long time, and which ones need several attempts before they deem to reply!

Oh — to be a Logger

Do not use an amateur-type log book for your broadcast listening log, as the information required is somewhat different. It is possible to buy ready-made broadcast station listener’s log books, but it is far easier and cheaper to make up your own, which can then be personalised to contain the information that you need to know. I would suggest, though, something along the following lines: date, day of week (so that you have reference as to which days certain interesting programmes are broadcast on), time, frequency, station, language, what programme was being broadcast, a reception rating, whether or not you sent a reception report (this can be a column which can either be left blank, or simply a date filled in when the report was sent) and finally a column for when the QSL was received (or this could also show how long it took, or what was received from the station — a QSL, pennant, programme schedule, tourist bumph or whatever). Table 1 shows a typical day’s log book entry — an actual day’s listening, in fact.

The reception rating is useful as you may wish to re-tune to a certain station several days or weeks later and it is interesting to compare reception on one day with another. In fact you can learn an awful lot about HF propagation from listening to specific broadcast stations regularly. Unlike amateurs, they are there, on exactly the same frequency, day in and day out for several months at least, and sometimes for years at a time! (Some ham frequencies can feel a bit like that too sometimes! — Dep Ed).

Voice of Greece and Radio RSA are both well heard in the UK on the broadcast bands (see Table 1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>FREQ.</th>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>LANGUAGE</th>
<th>PROGRAMME DETAILS</th>
<th>SIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0604</td>
<td>17705</td>
<td>Radio RSA (Johannesburg)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>News &amp; comment on 'necklace' killings in S. Africa</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>17715</td>
<td>R Australia (Melbourne)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>World &amp; Pacific news</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0805</td>
<td>17555</td>
<td>Kol-Israel (Jerusalem)</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>Adverts &amp; ID as &quot;Rashet Bet&quot; //15615</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0810</td>
<td>15615</td>
<td>Kol-Israel (Jerusalem)</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>Live relay of Knesset (Parliament) proceedings //17555</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0815</td>
<td>15084</td>
<td>V of Islamic Republic Iran</td>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td>Koran recitations &amp; explanations (Poor modulation)</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0815</td>
<td>15220</td>
<td>Voice of Turkey (Ankara)</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>&quot;Indian-restaurant&quot; music</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0820</td>
<td>15500</td>
<td>R Moscow World Service</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>World &amp; Pacific news</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0825</td>
<td>15084</td>
<td>V of Islamic Republic Iran</td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>ID as Minsk, Jingle &amp; news</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>17660</td>
<td>R Pakistan</td>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>Talk Soviet-Afghan relations, Afghan mx (via USSR transmitter)</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>9770</td>
<td>R Netherlands Weleldomroep</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>International news (via Bonaire, Neth.Antilles transmitter)</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>17595</td>
<td>Belgian R &amp; TV (Brussels)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>&quot;Brussels Calling&quot; news, informal-style presentation, //15515</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1105</td>
<td>6040</td>
<td>R Norway International</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>S/on news in French (via USSR transmitter)</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1105</td>
<td>15606</td>
<td>R Pakistan</td>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>S/on &quot;General Overseas Service&quot; &amp; slow-speed news //17660</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240</td>
<td>9855</td>
<td>Voice of Greece (Athens)</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>English news, then Greek music &amp; S/off //11645</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315</td>
<td>17780</td>
<td>Radio RSA</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Black music, and DJ</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315</td>
<td>11595</td>
<td>Macedonian R (Thessaloniki)</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Bazouki music (relay of Athens home service)</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315</td>
<td>11600</td>
<td>R Beijing (Peking)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>End of news bulletin and Chinese music</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>11610</td>
<td>Voice of Greece (Athens)</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Greek folk music //11645</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>11625</td>
<td>R Damascus</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>Music, then news in Turkish</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>12085</td>
<td>R Damascus</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>Arabic music (relay of Syrian home service)</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>11940</td>
<td>R Bucharest (Roumania)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Talk on Roumanian co-operative farms()</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325</td>
<td>9345</td>
<td>R Pyongyang (N Korea)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Talk on wise leadership of Comrade General Kim Il-Sung</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330</td>
<td>9325</td>
<td>R Pyongyang (N Korea)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Korean music, //9345 — but weaker:</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335</td>
<td>15575</td>
<td>R Korea (Seoul)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>News items interspersed with short pieces of music</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**

- **R.** Radio (station name)
- **V.** Voice (station name)
- **//** Parallel frequency (i.e. both frequencies carrying same programme)
- **ID** Identification
- **S/on** Sign-on (start of programme or transmission)
- **S/off** Sign-off (end of programme or transmission)

**Table 1. A typical day's log-book entry...**

Disturbances (fading etc) and Overall reception quality, ie S, I, N, P and O.

One is the lowest, five the highest grade in each case, so a SINPO rating of 55555 is perfect reception, almost impossible to achieve on the short wave bands, unless you live within a few miles of Daventry! — and 11111 would be such bad reception that you could not really identify that the station was there. A more usual report would be something like 43433. The SIO code uses just the Signal strength, Interference (which now includes local interference and static) and Overall parameters, and often is further abbreviated so that the 1 and 5 ratings are ignored. Thus 444 is almost perfect short wave reception (the sort of signal you may
get from, say, Radio Netherlands on 5955kHz or Radio Sweden International on 9630kHz and SIO 222 is very poor reception, the sort of reception you may get from some African or South American stations in the 60 metre band, where there are European teleprinters and CW stations very close in frequency to the station you wish to listen to.

Looking at Table 1, an number of the stations logged were not broadcasting in English. Most people can recognise, if not fully comprehend, French and German, and Spanish and Italian are not too difficult either. But what about Pushtu and Farsi, Hebrew and Urdu — how on earth can you say for sure that those were the languages being spoken? In fact, it comes quite easily to most people with practice: the only reason you may think Farsi a difficult language to identify is that you have probably not heard it before. If you tune to 15084kHz at almost any time of the day or evening, you will hear a very strong (if often somewhat distorted) signal which comes from the Voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran, in Teheran. This station broadcasts in English, French, Spanish and Bengali, among other languages, but for most of the day the 15084kHz transmitter relays the Voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran's own home service programmes for Iran, which are of course in Farsi, the main language. After listening to this station a few times you will soon find that you will be able to easily identify Farsi even when it is broadcast by other stations on other frequencies, even though you will not be able to understand a word of it!

The same applies to all the other languages regularly heard on the short waves, although of course you have to be careful: some languages do sound remarkably similar to certain others. Farsi, for example, sounds very similar to Dari, one of the Afghan languages, which is not surprising, as they are closely related. Norwegian and Swedish sound very much alike, and so do Korean and Japanese, although no doubt most Japanese would disagree! However, being able to identify which language is being broadcast can often give your a very good idea as to the identity of the station itself, so do not restrict your broadcast station listening to those stations using English: a keen broadcast DXer will be able to correctly identify 30 or 40 languages or more, and will be able to scan from one end of a broadcast band to the other, identifying each station every 5kHz, no matter what language is in use.

‘Bandscanning’

To be able to identify every, or virtually every, station on the bands within a few seconds obviously takes a great deal of dedication, but it can be interesting to practice ‘bandscanning’. Instead of logging stations completely at random, as explained previously, take a specific broadcast band, start at one end and make an effort to identify each station and language that you hear, logging the results every 5kHz.

Start with an ‘easy’ band, such as the 49 meter band during the day — see Table 2 — and gradually work up to the more difficult ones, such as the 16 metre band, where most of the stations heard will be broadcasting in Asian languages, at least during the day. If you find it difficult to identify some stations at first, leave them and come back later. When you have done a few of these bandscans you will soon get to know where there are usually clear frequencies, eg in Table 2, 5980, 5990, 5995kHz, so that if a station suddenly appears on one of these frequencies, you will be one of the first to know about it.
Table 2. A 'bandscan' of 49 metres, 1300-1400 GMT

**Home Service broadcasting on short wave**

When most people think of short wave broadcasting, they think of external service programmes, such as the BBC’s World Service or the vast number of foreign-language programmes put out by Radio Moscow. Although in Britain there has never been any regular broadcasting of programmes intended for the domestic audience on short wave, many countries around the world do broadcast their home services on these bands, either for ex-patriates or because the country is so large that short wave broadcasting is the most efficient way of ensuring complete coverage of the country concerned. I have mentioned before the so-called ‘tropical bands’, especially 60 metres, which are intended for domestic broadcasting for countries within the tropics, but many others also use short wave for domestic service programmes, especially in the 49 metre band, as can be seen from Table 2.

One such country is West Germany, which has a very interesting domestic broadcasting set-up, which we will look at in a future article, but there are many others. Some of these broadcast just a half-hour or hour-long relay of their home service news bulletins for ex-patriates (e.g., Sweden, Belgium) but others broadcast the whole of their main home programme on short wave. An interesting example of this is Macedonian Radio in Thessaloniki, Greece. This station, which identifies itself in Greek as Radiofonikos Stathmos Makedonias, is in fact a regional station, not even a national one, and yet almost the whole of their daily output is broadcast on two frequencies, 9935 and 11595kHz (see also Table 1), in addition to being on medium wave and VHF for local listeners. The two short wave signals can often be heard with good signals in Britain, despite the fact that ancient 35kW (low-power for a broadcast station!) transmitters are still in use. Because it is a regional station, it often relays the national home service first programme from Athens, so both the local Thessaloniki and Athens station identifications can be heard.

Most of the Arabic-speaking nations in the Near and Middle East also relay their home service on short wave; examples of these are Syria (see Table 1), as well as Libya, Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria and several others. Not to be out-done, Kol-Israel (The Voice of Israel) broadcasts the whole of their second programme, called Rashet Bet (Network B) on short wave, from early in the morning until late at night. This is broadcast on at least two, and up to six or seven frequencies simultaneously, all of which appear to be beamed towards Western Europe, as they are invariably extremely well-received. Frequencies to look for this commercial service, which includes a lot of popular Israeli music with adverts and short news bulletins, include 9385, 9460, 9925, 15615, 17555 and 17620kHz, though there are others too.

Both East and West Germany are regularly heard in the 49m band (see Table 2).
Several years ago, Yaesu took the amateur market by storm with their FT690 'electronic handbag', an all-mode 2m do-everything transceiver that could be used either mobile, from home, or as a shoulder-carried benefit of all the main rig's features but does of course tie the station up for that band, and often involves much coax lead swapping around to connect the transverter in line. Yaesu have been marketing add-on transportable. the matching 70cm FT690R models came hot on the trail. Towards the end of last year, Yaesu improved on the FT290R with a MkII version (reviewed in the Jan 87 issue), and yes, it had to come, the FT690R MkII is now on the market. It's the same size, it has the same name, but as with the 2m version it's entirely different inside with much greater circuit complexity.

Usefulness

Many amateurs start life on 6m as a secondary band, possibly with 2m/70cm or HF as their primary interest, and use a 6m transverter to get operational on the band. This has the advantage of giving the transverters and modules with single-switch selection for some time, but no other manufacturer does to my knowledge. For many operators, myself included, it would be very useful to be able to operate on the primary band of interest whilst keeping a listening watch out for activity on 6m. I know many sporadic-E lifts, for instance, must have been missed simply because the gear was being used on another band at the time; I speak from bitter experience!

A versatile set such as the 690 could be used to good effect in the shack, quietly scanning around in a squelched mode, looking for activity in general or monitoring DX beacon frequencies. As well as this, it could easily accompany one on the family outing to the local high spot, without the need to uncouple and carry bulky gear around. On the negative side, it is more expensive than your average transverter! Is it worth it? Let's find out...

Improvements

When I tested the original FT69OR (HRT May 86) I shuddered to think how long the full size (1.5m long) quarter wave telescopic whip would last before being snapped due to its unwieldy length when used portable. Yaesu must also have been listening, as on the MkII a shorter base-loaded whip has been used, with a degree of 'give' in the sprung coil section to save an untimely demise. The frequency display also is far larger and hence easier to read, which is especially important when used portable or mobile to save you walking or driving into something you shouldn't! Gone is the facility for AM communication which the original version featured; hands up all the 6m AM operators... I've never heard any.

Offerings

As with the 2m version, the set is described as an all-mode multi-purpose transceiver. It may be powered from nicads or dry cell batteries fitted into the supplied plastic clip-on battery pack, or from an external supply of 8-15.8V. The set gives a nominal 2.5W output, but for use as a base station or mobile the optional FL-6020 clip-on linear amplifier boosts the transmitter output power to a nominal 10W, the combination in this case operating from a 12-15.8V supply. Coverage of 50-54MHz is provided with USB, LSB, CW and FM modes of operation. The tuning step
size on SSB/CW is operator selectable to 25Hz, 100Hz or 2.5kHz, and on FM to 5kHz, 10kHz or 20kHz. An all-mode squelch is fitted, and an analogue clarifier control allows receiver offset fine tuning. Two digital VFOs are fitted, each storing different modes and step sizes if required as well as the operational frequency. A +/-1MHz Tx offset has been allowed for possible future repeater operation, and an optional sub-audible tone encoder/decoder may also be fitted if required.

Frequency control is performed either by rotation of the main tuning knob, or by up/down buttons fitted to the microphone case. Nine memory channels are selectable, each storing frequency, mode, and Tx offset if selected, and a separate 'call' channel may also be programmed, accessible by a single button push. Memory channels 1 and 2 may be used to store split Tx/Rx frequencies if required. Any of the programmed memories may be scanned for activity, or the entire band searched in selected tuning steps using one of the VFOs, in each case the scan stops when the squelch raises and resumes a few seconds later. A selected portion of the band may also be scanned, by programming the lower and upper limit frequencies in memories 1 and 2, this also has the effect of limiting manual tuning to this range when the programmed scan mode is selected.

A small meter, similar to that on the set’s predecessor, gives an indication of receive signal strength and relative transmit power output. Two LEDs are fitted; the green one indi-
26 please mention HRT when replying to advertisements.

Much of the circuitry used in the set's 2m counterpart has also been used in the FT690R MkII, in fact comparing the block diagrams of the two sets shows very little difference. This of course does not alter the fact that Yaesu have still managed to squeeze a very large amount of circuitry into a very small space, as the several pages of circuit diagrams that accompany the set testify!

In the transceiver itself, a dual conversion superheterodyne receiver is employed with IFs of 13.9885MHz and 455kHz, however only the first IF is used on SSB/CW. Receive signals pass from the diode aerial switch through a 3SK122L amplifier and fixed-tuned bandpass filter to the 3SK74L mixer, where the first IF is generated. Here a 15kHz wide roofing filter is followed by noise blanker gating, the signal then being passed to the multi-pole crystal filter on SSB, or into an MC3357 IF subsystem IC with its 455kHz ceramic filter in the case of FM. Standard signal processing and amplification then takes place, as shown in the block diagram, to bring the received signal out to the loudspeaker.

A common VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) is used, operating at 13.9885MHz above the final frequency. This is controlled in coarse steps by an MC145145 synthesiser, interpolation in fine steps being achieved by a D/A (digital to analogue) converter driving a crystal mixer, all under control from the master HD61391 CPU (these microprocessors get everywhere!).

On transmit the VCO is mixed with a 13.9885MHz crystal oscillator, to which FM is applied when required, thus achieving the final transmit frequency. Amplification to the final RF power level takes place using discrete 2SC2026, 2SC2053, and 2SC1971 transistors operating in standard tuned circuits, a two stage b/p-network providing the important harmonic filtering. The add-on FL-6020 linear amplifier uses a block M57735 PA module, together with ALC (automatic level control) feedback circuitry routed back to the FT690.

Technicalities

Much of the circuitry used in the set's 2m counterpart has also been used in the FT690R MkII, in fact comparing the block diagrams of the two sets shows very little difference. This of course does not alter the fact that Yaesu have still

Incidentally, the squelch has raised an addition to the transmit modulation indicators; the red one acts as a transmit indicator and doubles as a low battery voltage warning whether the set is in the Tx mode or not. The set may be placed in low power Tx mode if required, and an all-mode noise blanker may be switched in to reduce pulse interference such as car ignition noise. The large LCD gives an indication of the remainder of the set's functions, and this may be backlit by moving a rear-panel switch. With the FL-6020 amp installed, the display is normally permanently backlit, this may be defeated by removing a small screw.

The set itself (less battery case) weighs 1.2kg; complete with dry cells, mic and aerial it topped by scales at exactly 2kg. The add-on FL-6020 amp adds the weight up to 2.1kg. The size is 150mm x 57mm x 194mm.

The set comes supplied with the empty battery case, mic and mic hanger, a shoulder carrying strap, earphone plug telescopic base loaded aerial and operating manual. Optional accessories include nicads and charger, soft protective case, mobile mounting bracket, and the add-on linear amp.

**Technicalities**

Much of the circuitry used in the set's 2m counterpart has also been used in the FT690R MkII, in fact comparing the block diagrams of the two sets shows very little difference. This of course does not alter the fact that Yaesu have still

13.9885MHz and 455kHz, however only the first IF is used on SSB/CW. Receive signals pass from the diode aerial switch through a 3SK122L amplifier and fixed-tuned bandpass filter to the 3SK74L mixer, where the first IF is generated. Here a 15kHz wide roofing filter is followed by noise blanker gating, the signal then being passed to the multi-pole crystal filter on SSB, or into an MC3357 IF subsystem IC with its 455kHz ceramic filter in the case of FM. Standard signal processing and amplification then takes place, as shown in the block diagram, to bring the received signal out to the loudspeaker.

A common VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) is used, operating at 13.9885MHz above the final frequency. This is controlled in coarse steps by an MC145145 synthesiser, interpolation in fine steps being achieved by a D/A (digital to analogue) converter driving a crystal mixer, all under control from the master HD61391 CPU (these microprocessors get everywhere!).

On transmit the VCO is mixed with a 13.9885MHz crystal oscillator, to which FM is applied when required, thus achieving the final transmit frequency. Amplification to the final RF power level takes place using discrete 2SC2026, 2SC2053, and 2SC1971 transistors operating in standard tuned circuits, a two stage b/p-network providing the important harmonic filtering. The add-on FL-6020 linear amplifier uses a block M57735 PA module, together with ALC (automatic level control) feedback circuitry routed back to the FT690.

**In Use**

The current UK amateur licence does not as yet allow us to walk around operating the set using its vertical whip, or drive around merrily chatting away, so operational tests were limited to base use, with the occasional burst of 'static mobile' using an external MET three element. I must however confess to popping the set in my car once or twice to have a listen around whilst driving to and from work, as well as walk-around receive only portable use to see how the set would fare for our readers abroad, as well as for future reference.
Connecting the set up in my shack, using a tower mounted Jaybeam 4m/6m duoband yagi, the receive noise on SSB increased as soon as I connected the aerial, showing that the receive sensitivity of the set was perfectly adequate in my case, the receiver system being limited by external noise from neighbourhood TVs, computers and the like. This, together with intermittent interference such as next door’s lawnmower, could only be minimized by raising the beam’s height, the internal noise blanker unfortunately helping very little.

As 6m activity at the moment is not at an all-time high, I found the programmed memory scan mode very useful in searching for activity, setting this to tune 50.1-50.35MHz in 2.5kHz steps on SSB. This allowed a reasonably fast search time, on finding a signal a few buttons pushes were then required to ‘home-in’ on the station. The 25Hz steps on SSB were a great improvement over the predecessor’s 100Hz minimum step size, as a result I found tuning SSB and CW stations far easier. If or when FSK modes such as packet become popular on the band, correct tuning on SSB is vitally important, 100Hz steps could sometimes present a few problems depending upon the type of terminal unit in use.

In QSO, the set performed faultlessly, and adding the FL-6020 amplifier did not introduce any reported audible degradation of my SSB signal, showing it to be nicely linear. Operation of the set in my car was helped by the large LCD display, but I found the method of mode changing to be rather fiddly, as I had to keep glancing at the display to see whether I had selected USB, LSB or CW. Eventually I found it easier to store FM in one VFO, with USB in another, switching between the two then also giving the advantage of placing me in the correct section of the band appropriate to the mode as well as selecting the required step size. On the move, I soon remembered that car plug leads make a lovely quarter wave at 6m from the QRM present, however switching in the noise blanker in this case proved remarkably effective, bringing signals totally obliterated by noise right up to full readability.

When listening whilst portable quite reasonable, and in most cases would be limited by external noise on the band. You shouldn’t normally need an external preamp unless you have a long run of rather thin, lossy coax. The SSB selectivity was a little disappointing, and was certainly worse than the Mk1 FT690. This is caused by the response of the crystal filter itself rather than any synthesiser reciprocal mixing effects, and Yaesu indeed confirm in their written specifications that the 60dB rejection bandwidth is wider than the Mk1. Readers of the FT290/RMkII review (HRT Jan 87) will note that this has also happened on the 2m version. Apart from this, the performance of the receiver in all other strong signal handling respects is excellent, showing sensible gain distribution to have been designed in. I could not complain at all, in fact as far as 6m gear goes I’m inclined to say it did exceed my expectations.

On transmit, the power output of the set itself was a little on the low side when considering its stated 2.5W output, the matching amplifier did give its rated output though when driven by the set. The linearity of the add-on amplifier was very good, hardly any degradation was noted on the 2-tone tests, only the high order IMD products were slightly worsened. The harmonic suppression in both cases was reasonable, but I would still advise that an external 2nd harmonic filter be fitted in line when used from home, to avoid interference to Broadcast Band II services.

Conclusions

The set is certainly an improvement over the Mk1 in most respects, and as with the Mk1 it is extremely versatile. I was very impressed with the receiver performance, only the SSB filter rejection lets this down a little. The ability to quickly transform the set from home to mobile to transportable operation is very useful, and I’m sure this set will do for 6m what the FT290/RMkII has already done for 2m, in providing a useful introduction as well as a lasting stand-alone set with very good all-round performance.

My thanks go to South Midland Communications Ltd for the loan of the set and amplifier for review.
**Laboratory Results**

### Receiver

**Sensitivity:** Signal level in uV PD giving 12dB SINAD signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>SSB/CW</th>
<th>FM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Intermodulation Rejection:** Increase in level above 12dB SINAD ref. of two interfering signals to produce 12dB SINAD on-channel signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacing</th>
<th>SSB/CW</th>
<th>FM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/50 kHz</td>
<td>74.0dB</td>
<td>73.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/100 kHz</td>
<td>73.5dB</td>
<td>73.0dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Blocking Rejection:** Increase in interfering signal level above 12dB SINAD ref. to degrade on-channel signal from 12dB SINAD to 6dB SINAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spacing SSB/CW</th>
<th>FM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>100dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>104dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>109dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Max. Audio Output:** Measured at onset of clipping, 3kHz dev FM /SSB/CW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker Load Impedance</th>
<th>3 ohm</th>
<th>8 ohm</th>
<th>15 ohm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.35W</td>
<td>908mW</td>
<td>660mW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### S-Meter Linearity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSB/CW</th>
<th>FM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.382uV PD (-19.2dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>0.951uV PD (-11.3dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>3.49uV PD (0dB ref)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9+</td>
<td>0.559mV PD (+44.1dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9++</td>
<td>109mV PD (+89.9dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.367uV PD (-19.3dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.912uV PD (-11.4dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.38uV PD (0dB ref)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.302uV PD (-39.0dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92.0mV PD (+88.7dB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transmitter

**Power Output and DC Current Drawn:** SSB PEP and CW/FM power outputs similar to within +/-0.5dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq MHz</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.55W/780mA</td>
<td>0.50W/580mA</td>
<td>1.95W/850mA</td>
<td>0.50W/600mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.62W/740mA</td>
<td>0.49W/545mA</td>
<td>1.95W/805mA</td>
<td>0.49W/565mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.35W/640mA</td>
<td>0.47W/500mA</td>
<td>1.50W/685mA</td>
<td>0.47W/580mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Harmonics/Spurious Emissions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>Set (Hi Pwr)</th>
<th>Set/Amp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Harmonic</td>
<td>-62dBc</td>
<td>-57dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Harmonic</td>
<td>-63dBc</td>
<td>-72dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Harmonic</td>
<td>-82dBc</td>
<td>-84dBc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TX Frequency Accuracy:** -340Hz on switch on

**Add-on RF Power Amp:** Output power from FT690MkII/Amp combination, 13.8V supply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq (MHz)</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>11.0W (3.45A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>11.8W (3.35A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>11.9A (2.90A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FM Deviation:** 3.96kHz peak
The dream of most radio amateurs must be to be able to put up an enormous aerial farm and to radiate a big signal on whatever band we choose. Whilst there are only a few people who can do this, there are still a large number of people who put up good sized aerial systems for HF or VHF. These aerials are usually fine until the strong winds come — as they always do — and then they are subjected to considerable stress. In fact listening over the bands after a bout of storms one is almost certain to hear someone saying that an aerial has fallen apart, or even fallen down. Fortunately this rarely seems to result in much damage to other people's property or worse, in an injury to someone. Even so this is always a possibility, and apart from the injuries this could result in legal action. Most house insurance policies, if they over aerials, will only cover domestic aerials, and not amateur ones. So it is worth considering the taking out of a separate policy.

However it is far better to make sure that the aerial does not fall down in the first place. From this point of view it is a good idea to give the aerial system a regular overhaul — inspecting and renewing guy wires where necessary; ensuring that all the fixings are secure and have not worked loose; and generally making sure it is still sound and safe. Surely it is far better to spend some time overhauling the aerial than risking it collapsing and injuring someone. Who knows, an overhaul may reveal problems on the RF side which could be rectified and increase the aerial efficiency.

**Measuring Feeder Losses**

The feeder is an integral part of any aerial system. Any losses in the feeder will obviously degrade the performance of the whole aerial system. Accordingly if there are long runs of coax it is standard practice to shell out some extra money and buy some lower loss cable. However, as the weather as well as general wear and tear take their toll on the feeder it is likely that the loss will rise. This deterioration will always be gradual and often pass unnoticed. So it is worth carrying out a periodic check on the feeder to assess its state.

Another instance when it is worth testing a length of coax is when a surplus length is to be brought back into commission. With the ever increasing cost of coax it becomes a very significant proportion of the outlay of the whole aerial system. So it becomes a necessity to re-use any lengths which are still serviceable.

There are several ways of checking the state of a length of coax. Probably the most obvious is to terminate the feeder with a resistive load and measure the power at either end. This method is perfectly sound in theory, but it is not always particularly viable in practice. Firstly it requires the use of a power meter, which not everyone possesses and secondly it requires two measurements to be made, one at either end; the one at the remote end may be more difficult if it does not have a connector for the power meter and it is up a tower or in some other inaccessible spot.

Another method which is quick, easy and convenient in many cases requires the matched load to be substituted for a complete mismatch such as a short circuit. In this case all the power reaching the short circuit will be reflected. A VSWR meter is used to determine the amount of reflected power, and from this it is possible to make an estimate of the cable loss. This method works because any loss in the feeder will reduce the amount of reflected power which the VSWR meter sees.

When using this method of assessing feeder loss a few practical points should be noted. The most obvious is that the power source should be capable of operating with high VSWR levels without damage. Most of the old valve transmitters are quite robust, but care should be taken with the more modern solid state ones. In addition to this the power levels should be kept to a minimum because the high voltages and currents generated by the high level of standing waves may damage the feeder.

It is also worth remembering that the loss in any given length of coax will rise with frequency. As a result of this measurements should be made at the highest frequency for which the cable will be used. Finally the short circuit which is applied to the cable should be very short, especially at frequencies above 30MHz or so. Any significant length in the shorting wire will act as an inductor and may invalidate the results. Having obtained a reading for the VSWR, this figure can be converted into a figure for loss by referring to the table.

**FEEDER LOSS FOR VARIOUS READINGS OF VSWR OF A SHORT CIRCUITED FEEDER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VSWR</th>
<th>Feeder Loss dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.02:1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05:1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10:1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.20:1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 :1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 :1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 :1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 :1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 :1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 :1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 :1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 :1</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0 :1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0 :1</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0 :1</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0 :1</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changing the Output of Fixed Voltage Regulators

It is comparatively easy these days to build a fully regulated power supply. Often the most difficult part to build is not the regulator but the smoothing and rectification sections, as the regulator can be taken care of by a single chip. One of the most popular types of these regulators is the 78-series. They are ideal for many applications as they only require smoothed DC to be fed in at one end in order to produce a well regulated output at the other. In addition to their simplicity of use they also provide features such as current limiting as well as thermal overload.

Despite all these advantages there is a drawback, and it lies in the fact that they are fixed voltage regulators. They come with a variety of preset voltages of which the 5 volt and 12 volt versions are the most popular. Of these the 12 volt version is probably the most useful to radio amateurs. However, as most units are designed to operate off a nominal 12 volt supply operate best at 13.8 volts it would be nice to increase the output voltage slightly.

This can be done by placing one or more diodes between the common pin on the regulator and the 0V line as shown in Figure 2. Each diode gives approximately 0.6V increase in output if it is silicon. The diodes can be small signal types like a 1N914 or 1N4148 as the current passing through them is only small.

It is obviously not wise to place too many diodes in the circuit otherwise the regulation and temperature stability will suffer. However, using a circuit with two diodes no major degradation was noticed and the output voltage was increased by a very useful 1.2 volts.

Active Filters

In the field of speech communication it is vital to tailor the frequency response of the audio amplifier or speech processor so that the optimum response is obtained and the maximum use is made of the available audio. If this is to be achieved it is necessary to have a rapid fall in the response at either end of the required audio band. Whilst it is sometimes possible to rely on the sideband filter in an ssb transmitter to remove the unwanted frequencies this idea is not always good practice because the processor may be subsequently used on another transmitter which does not possess such effective filtering.

In addition to this it is also necessary to attenuate the low frequency content of the speech signal before clipping if audio clipping is to be used. The reason for this is that the lower frequencies contribute little to the intelligibility of the audio but when clipped they introduce harmonics into the signal.
required audio bandwidth and these cannot be filtered out. One way of overcoming this problem is to reduce the amplitude of these low frequencies by using a low pass filter. Whilst it is possible to use the roll off caused by resistor capacitor combinations in the coupling between various stages sometimes it can be more convenient to use an active filter such as that shown in Figure 3. This particular one is known as a two pole filter and ultimately gives a roll off of 12dB per octave or 40dB per decade, whichever way one wants to express it.

The actual circuit realisation is simple for both the low pass and high pass filters, the difference between them being that where there is a capacitor in one there is a resistor in the other and vice versa. In both circuits it can be seen that $C_1 = 2C_2$ and the ratio of these two capacitors determines the shape of the filter response. In this case the filter is known as a Butterworth Filter and this is adequate for most applications.

The formula needed to calculate the component values is fairly simple:

$$f = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{4 \pi RC}$$

Usually the required cut off frequency will be known leaving both the resistor and capacitor values as unknowns. Therefore it is normal to choose a convenient value for one component and to calculate the other from the formula. For example, if a cut off frequency of 3kHz is required $R$ could be chosen as 24kΩ which would mean the value of $C_1$ would be 1563pF or to take the nearest value which would be available 1500pF and $C_2$ would be 3000pF. These values could then be applied to either the low pass filter or high pass filter circuits. If the value of capacitor or resistor which has been calculated turns out to be unrealisable or is not in the parts box then it is an easy matter to choose a new starting value and repeat the calculation until suitable values are obtained.
Although it is no longer unusual to hear a female voice on the amateur bands, women in amateur radio are still treated as something of an exception.

There's a small, but ever growing band of devotees to ham radio — Angelika Voss, G0CCCI, introduces their regular column.

No one seems to know how many female radio amateurs — or YLs — there are in Britain today, but statistics exist for some other countries, such as West Germany, where about one amateur in ten is female. The percentage is probably slightly lower for the UK, but even at a conservative guess there must be at least 2-3,000 British women holding amateur radio licences.

Some people seem to think that YLs are a recent addition to the amateur bands — but although the number of female amateurs has certainly increased dramatically in recent years, it is probably true to say that the story of women in radio is as old as the story of radio itself.

Even before the days of wireless, there were women who were fascinated by the world of dots and dashes. One of the first female telegraph operators, back in 1880, was May Smith from New Hampshire, who later became a radio amateur as WBBDN. Records also exist of several female radio operators serving on board ships before the First World War.

QRV First?

Unfortunately, it is not known for certain who the first female radio amateur was. According to one source, the first YL was a Miss Glass, callsign FN, who operated from California in 1910, whereas another source mentions a woman by the name of Lillian Todd, also from the United States, who is reported to have been active in 1909. The first British lady to hold a transmitting licence is believed to be a Mrs Ingram from Ilford, who was issued the callsign IXI some time around 1913 — though it is thought that her interests were more commercial than amateur, as she was associated with Ingram's Commercial and Wireless School.

Several YLs were mentioned in American radio journals prior to 1920, including a Mrs Chambers from Philadelphia, licensed in 1913; Emma Candler 8NH from Ohio, who first went on the air in 1915; and Winifred Dow 7FG from Tacoma, Washington, featured in an article in 1917, where her age is given as 14. Another early YL was Cecille Powell, one-time secretary to the legendary Hiram Percy Maxim W1AW, who, in an article written in 1915, was described as being one of only four women holding radio licences in the USA.

The first British YL to become a bona fide radio amateur was Barbara Dunn G6YL, a keen CW operator who obtained her licence in 1927. It was obviously not yet common practice in those days to exchange first names over the air, as it is reported that Barbara managed to operate for three years with hardly anyone knowing that she was a woman. The secret was finally revealed in 1930 when Barbara put in a personal appearance at the RSGB Convention to collect a trophy she had won.

The second YL to receive her licence in Britain was Nell Corry, who became G2YL in 1932. Nell made history in 1935 when she became the first person to work all continents on 28MHz on the same day — to be precise, it took her exactly 6 hours 20 minutes, no mean achievement even by today's standards. Other pre-war YLs were GM2IA, G3GH, G3YL and G8LY, Constance Hall, who recently celebrated her 50th anniversary as a radio amateur.

Clubs Abroad

It seems to be part of human nature that people seek out those with whom they have things in common — especially when they are in the minority, and it is maybe not surprising that the women radio amateurs tend to like meeting other women radio amateurs. One way of meeting people and keeping in touch is by forming a club and this is what a group of American YLs did back in 1939 when they started the YL Radio League (or YLRL).
What sparked things off was an advert which appeared in QST (the journal of the American Radio Relay League) in May 1939. Framed by a lace border, the ad addressed itself to YL operators, suggesting that they ought to buy a copy of the book entitled 200 Meters and Down to find out more about the wonderful things men have done in radio. It is not known how many YLs (if any!) actually bought the book — but the one response which the ad did produce was a letter from Ethel Smith W7FWB, which was printed a short while later:

That lace-bordered ad of “Two Hundred Meters and Down” brought up a point that has had my curiosity aroused for some time! How many ‘YL key-twitchers’ are there?

Nobody seems to know, but I think we would tell. I should like to have you publish this letter or some kind of request to have the YLs make themselves known. I’d like to know how many there are, how old they are, how they got interested, whether they’re key-twitchers or tonsil-busters, how long they’ve had their tickets, and what they think we should do about these authors.

So how about it YLs? Please send all the dope to me. Perhaps we should band ourselves together in a YLRL or something to that effect and make these women-ignoring authors sit up and take notice.

The Vital Spark

Twelve YLs responded to Ethel’s letter and subsequently formed themselves into the YL Radio League. A Constitution was adopted in October 1939, the first newsletter produced in November and the first contest organised in December of the same year. Nets were started on various bands and local groups set up in various places, and a YL Convention, the first of many, was held in Chicago in August 1941. Membership grew steadily and had reached 250 by the time amateur radio was suspended following the attack on Pearl Harbour. Rather than dissolve the organisation, it was decided to continue producing magazines throughout the war as a means of keeping members in touch with each other. A fresh start was made in 1945 and YLRL continued to the present day — no longer the world’s only YL club, but still the largest and probably the most active.

Two more national YL clubs were started in the 1950s — the South African Women’s Radio Club was founded in 1952 but became defunct in the early 1980s, while the Japan Ladies’ Radio Society (JLRS), founded in 1957, is still going today. Other national YL clubs include CLARA (Canada), ALARA (Australia), VARO (New Zealand), DYLEC (Netherlands), BYLC (Belgium), YLC Elettra Marconi (Italy) and, last but not least, the British YL Club, commonly known as BYLARA.

First British Club

Plans to form a British YL Club were first announced in 1977, although nothing actually happened until April 1979 when a group of YLs got together at the Drayton Manor Rally and decided that rather than keep on talking about forming a YL club, they should simply go ahead and do it and worry about the details later. Diana Hughes G4EZI was appointed secretary of the new group, and after the meeting she sat down with a callbook and wrote to as many YLs as she could find — about sixty letters in all, and all written by hand! Of those sixty, twenty-eight were persuaded to join. A note in RadCom produced some further responses, and by the end of the year membership was in three figures.

Now in its 9th year, BYLARA boasts a membership of over 300, including a number of members abroad. A magazine is produced four times a year, and an award is available for working members of the group. There is an 80m net on Monday evenings, as well as 2m nets in different parts of the country. The BYLARA Contest takes place every year in late February/early March.

Attempts have been under way, for some time, to form a Federation of European YL Clubs, and although progress has been slow, there have been some minor achievements: A European YL Net now meets on Wednesday nights, a European YL Award is currently under preparation; and the YL-OM Midwinter Contest, organised jointly by the YL clubs of the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and the UK is now well supported throughout Europe and even further afield — the 1987 winner was a Bulgarian station, with runners-up including participants from Canada, the USA, Poland, Finland, Portugal, Hungary, Switzerland, Greece and the GDR as well as the four countries involved in the organisation of the contest.

Feedback

All being well, you should hear from me again through these pages in 3 months’ time. Any enquiries, contributions and suggestions will be gratefully received — and I shall endeavour to reply personally to anyone who encloses return postage. Please write to P.O. Box 49, Colchester, Essex CO4 3SF.
LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD.
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 580800 (4 lines)
The Kenwood TS430S reduced from £974 to £748
WHILST STOCKS LAST

The Kenwood TS530SP reduced from £927 to £748
WHILST STOCKS LAST

Send only £1 to cover postage and packing and we will send you, by return, a FREE copy of our new, full colour KENWOOD catalogue which lists the features and specifications of every model and accessory currently available. We will also include, FREE OF CHARGE, a copy of our general catalogue which, along with being sent to enhance your operating experience and useful information. Finally we will add the latest edition of our price list.

The TS711E and TS811E Perfect Base Stations!

The Kenwood TS711E two metre base station is perfection epitomised; receiver sensitivity and the ability to reject unwanted adjacent signals is outstanding. For the serious operator, any other transceiver is unacceptable.

Similar in specification and appearance to the TS711E but operating on seventy centimetres is the KENWOOD TS811E. When used along side the TS711E, the TS811E completes the ideal equipment line-up and provides the best possible access to the satellites for the VHF/UHF enthusiast.

The TS711E (TS811E) covers the two metre (seventy centimetre) band from 144 to 146 MHz (430 to 440 MHz). Operating modes are USB, LSB, CW and FM. When switched to the “auto” position the transceiver correctly selects mode according to frequency. For the blind operator, simple up/down frequency shift is provided on the front panels and also on the microphones.

Power output on all modes is 26 watts. For QRP operation the output can be reduced using a front panel control.

The TS711E (TS811E) has IF shift, an essential feature when the band is crowded during a contest. To help work DX, speech processing is also available.

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD.
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 880800 (4 lines)

Ham Radio Today November 1987
The Yaesu FT757GX has been extremely popular with HF enthusiasts wanting a do-everything rig, yet the Japanese designers have recently come up with its 'big brother', the FT767GX, offering even more features as well plug-in modules extending its coverage to 6m, 2m, and 70cm. As it's currently being sold at a substantially lower cost than its competition, one asks 'What's the catch?'.

Comments heard from users of the set suggest that the main grumble with the 767 is its synthesiser performance, but one must bear in mind the 'value for money' aspect here! We have been able to test (not for ourselves what this really means on the air, evaluating a FT767GX, which is claimed to give a substantial improvement in synthesiser noise and hence dynamic range, side by side with a further FT767GX fully kitted out with all VHF/UHF modules, with a Yaesu-suggested mod fitted to improve its 2m noise performance.

An in-depth test and review of all the set’s many abilities would certainly fill the entire magazine, so a general overview will have to do. However close attention will be paid in this article to the set’s performance under demanding circumstances, such as hunting weak DX in the presence of heavy QRM. This is often the parameter that ‘makes’ or ‘breaks’ a set; with the early FT101s, for instance, a G3LLL modification of a double-balanced mixer was the ‘standard’ if you were a DX chaser. The current trend amongst top-of-the-range rigs seems to be synthesiser mods. 

Features

Looking at the set's front panel will make you believe that it can do just about anything do, and you'd be right — the multiplicity of rear panel connections confirm this. The set has facilities for computer control as well as packet radio compatibility, an auto aerial tuner, built in iambic CW keyer, CW, SSB, AM and FM filters all fitted as standard, digital RF power and SWR indicators; plug it in and off you go!

Frequency coverage is from 100kHz to 30MHz on receive, with transmission enabled in 500kHz ranges centred on the amateur HF bands. Plug-in modules are available to extend the the coverage to 6m (50-54MHz), 2m (144-146MHz), and 70cm (430-440MHz), each VHF/UHF band then having its own rear-panel aerial connector. Operation is...
Grained steps, or direct frequency front panel mounted up/down programmable in two successive limit memories. The tuning step size can be selected, to allow automatic switch- ing between the frequency memories and ten memories are provided, each storing frequency and mode. The tuning step size can be selected, to allow automatic switching between the frequency memories and ten memories are provided, each storing frequency and mode.

Scanning of memories for activity is possible, as well as searching between the frequency limits programmed in two successive memories. The tuning step size can be programmed to vary depending on the mode in use, as well as 10Hz minimum steps controlled from the main tuning knob. A ‘fast’ tune button allows rapid QSYing when shifting from one part of the band to another.

Split frequency Tx/Rx operation between the two VFOs is possible, and these may also be set to track each other if required. A fixed Tx/Rx split may also be programmed, this differing between HF, 6m, 2m, and 70cm as required. The clarifier function is controlled by the main tuning knob, this having no possible using LSB, USB, AFSK, CW, AM, and FM, with 100W (AM 25W) maximum output on the HF bands and 10W (AM 2.5W) maximum on VHF/UHF.

Frequencies can be controlled by the main tuning knob, up/down buttons on a remote microphone, front panel mounted up/down programmed steps, or direct frequency entry using the front panel mounted keypad. Further up/down buttons control band selection, stepping between amateur bands or in 500kHz steps as required for general coverage receiver use. Two VFOs and ten memories are provided, each storing frequency and mode.

Scanning of memories for activity is possible, as well as searching between the frequency limits programmed in two successive memories. The tuning step size can be programmed to vary depending on the mode in use, as well as 10Hz minimum steps controlled from the main tuning knob. A ‘fast’ tune button allows rapid QSYing when shifting from one part of the band to another.

Split frequency Tx/Rx operation between the two VFOs is possible, and these may also be set to track each other if required. A fixed Tx/Rx split may also be programmed, this differing between HF, 6m, 2m, and 70cm as required. The clarifier function is controlled by the main tuning knob, this having no frequency limit apart from the confines of the set and therefore may also be used for split band as well as split frequency operation.

Filtering

Individual filters of 600Hz, 2.7kHz, 6kHz and 15kHz bandwidth are fitted for CW (narrow), SSB/CW/AM (narrow), AM, and FM respectively. Except for the FM filter, the bandpass centre may be shifted for QRM rejection by using the ‘shift’ knob. Further anti-QRM features are: a variable pulse width noise blanker; tunable IF notch; AGC selectable to slow, medium, fast or off as well as a separate RF gain control; and a switchable 20dB attenuator. When tuning, fast AGC is automatically selected. On transmit, a variable level RF speech processor is engaged, together with a Tx IF shift control and monitor facility to let you hear what you sound like.

For the CW ops, switchable 600/700/800Hz CW sidetone pitch is selectable, together with the variable speed iambic keyer and a full break-in facility as well as the usual VOX-controlled Tx keying, and a variable frequency audio bandpass filter may be switched in.

A built-in receive preamp may be switched in circuit on HF as required, and an all-mode squelch is fitted. A 1750Hz toneburst is also fitted for packet use on VHF/UHF. As many aerials tend to present a different impedance from the ideal, a memory-backed auto ATU is fitted as standard. This is claimed to match up to a 3:1 VSWR, automatically readjusting itself to the last-used settings for each band in turn. A digital SWR read-out can replace the frequency display at the touch of a button to let you see what’s going on, an adjacent control transforming this into a digital RF power output reading to supplement the main meter’s indication.

Data Facilities

Digital communicators are kept happy with an AFSK facility, having connections on the rear panel for fixed level audio in/out tones for RTTY, and separate non-demphasized FM data in/out audio for packet use on VHF/UHF. An 8V supply is available whenever ‘FSK’ is selected, to allow automatic switching of an external terminal node controller or terminal unit. It is interesting to note that AMTOR capability is not mentioned in the operator manual. Computer control of VFO and memory data entry, mode selection and tuning, as well as IF shift, is possible using 4800 bits/sec serial bi-directional TTL data via the CAT interface connector.

On the rear panel also are connections for external Tx ALC and band data for use with a linear amplifier, separate and common receive aerial outputs, Tx footswitch and three-terminal key socket for CW, low level RF output (0.25mW) for external transverter use, and the usual external speaker, ground, and aerial connections.

The transceiver is powered from the mains, with no facility for an
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internal view of one of the '767 modules

external DC supply, and measures 368mm (W) x 129mm (H) x 295mm (D). It weighs in at 13.5kg without the VHF/UHF modules, 15.6kg with. The current retail price is £1550 for the transceiver, £169 each for the 2m and 6m modules, and £215 for the 70cm module.

VHF/UHF

Yaesu have in the past marketed 'plug ins' with the FTV107R and FTV901R transverter frames, continuing with the FT726R base station. They have certainly learned from the popularity of these by also producing up-converter modules to be used with the FT767GX, thus extending its facilities such as IF shift and multi-filter provision onto the higher bands.

Rather than the units having a fixed oscillator providing a fixed up/down conversion system, similar to the usual add-on transverter arrangement, RF signals to and from the FT767GX occur at the 45.03MHz IF, hence bypassing the receiver front end and Tx final frequency amplifying stages. Frequency control is performed by mixing a local oscillator output, derived from the 767's synthesiser, with a further VCO internal to the module, a wide bandwidth loop then tracking the two together. The block diagram shows the arrangement of the 2m module.

Technicalities

Block and circuit diagrams are provided with the set, but no technical description. A technical supplement is available, this was provided with the synthesiser-modified FT767GX, but rather surprisingly this gives little circuit description and appears to be mainly intended as a servicing aid with PCB layouts, etc. The inquisitive owner seems to be left to his own devices.

Yaesu indeed referring him to standard radio textbooks to try and understand how the 767 works!

The receiver is a triple conversion superheterodyne, with IFs of 45.03MHz, 8.215MHz, and 455kHz. The aerial input is passed through the main changeover relay and further relay-switched 20dB attenuator to a 30MHz low pass filter. Yaesu's usual pilot lamp bulb is fitted in series with the RF path at this point, protecting the receive stages from damage. From here the signal is passed through a bandpass filter stack, covering 0 to 0.5MHz, 0.5 to 1.5MHz, 1.5 to 2.5MHz, 2.5 to 4MHz, 4 to 7.5MHz, 7.5 to 10.5MHz, 10.5MHz to 15MHz, 15MHz to 22MHz, and 22MHz to 29.9MHz. A relay-switched RF preamp follows, using a pair of 2SK125 FETs in a totem-pole configuration, then the signal passes through a further low pass filter and into another pair of 2SK125s in a balanced mixer to provide the 45.03MHz IF. The VHF/UHF receive IF input is inserted at this point. The signal is passed through a 45MHz crystal filter and into a second balanced mixer to provide the 8.215MHz second IF. A monolithic dual roofing filter is used here, and the signal is split; on FM it feeds a standard MC3359 IC where mixing, 455kHz ceramic filtering and demodulation takes place. On other modes, the signal is fed through the noise blanking gate to the diode switched SSB and CW crystal filters, on AM the signal is passed through a passive attenuator. Mixing to 455kHz then occurs, where the signal is filtered using SSB and AM ceramic filters; IF amplification, IF notch insertion, demodulation and amplification then follow.

On transmit, a double side-band signal is generated at 8.215MHz, and passed through the SSB filter or attenuator as appropriate to generate SSB or AM; FM is produced by frequency-modulating the 8.215MHz signal. The 455kHz ceramic filters are used to give good effect in the RF processor circuit, a pair of uPC1037 ICs performing the up/down RF/audio conversion. The signal is then up-converted to 45.03MHz, filtered, and passed to the VHF/UHF module transmit IF inputs as appropriate.

On HF, the signal is down-converted to the required frequency, passed through the bandpass stack common to the receive path, then through a 30MHz low-pass filter and on to the power amplifier. This uses a pair of 2SC2395s in push-pull, driving a pair of MRF422s also in push pull and operating from a 24V DC supply to improve linearity. The auto aerial tuner is switched into the transmit line as required, using a pair of motor driven variable capacitors in a series-parallel arrangement with relay switched series inductors. A uPD7507 micro controls this tuner, and a lithium backup battery is used to allow storage of last-used settings on each band.

The frequency synthesiser employs a multi-loop configuration using a pair of MC145145s one slaved to the other, controlling the stack of four main voltage controlled oscillators, each covering a 7.5MHz bandwidth. Fine tuning steps are achieved by interpolating the coarse main synthesiser steps using a digital to analogue converter to control the second local oscillator frequency. A HD63A05 CPU together with a uPD65006 gate array are used to control the majority of the set's functions, a further backup battery being employed here to give memory retention.

An interesting-looking PCB switch is mounted on the CPU board, this appears to allow general coverage transmit as well as receive for commercial applications.

Noise Problems

The main VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) is controlled by varying the voltage on a varicap diode pair; if this controlling voltage has any noise or other discrete frequency component superimposed on it, these will modulate the VCO. The VCO itself will often introduce additional noise, but this is more prevalent at VHF and UHF frequen-
cies. Yaesu have used a simple passive low pass filter following their synthesiser phase comparator, to filter out the reference frequency and other noise components. There is a great amount of skill involved with synthesiser loop design, especially in terms of trading off switching speed against filtering performance, and it would be quite easy to insert more filtering, but the result would often be much slower tuning speed and longer Tx/Rx switching delay.

This noise performance, however, is the main factor limiting close-in signal handling performance in virtually every synthesised HF transceiver that reviewers have encountered in recent years.

Add-Ons

Is it any wonder that British companies have started improving on this? The 767 is certainly not the first Japanese top-of-the-line transceiver that has had an add-on filter board fitted. This time, the Ray Withers team seem to have been using their spectrum analysers and signal generators to good effect, by designing an add-on board to fit in a screened compartment, placed in series with the VCO control voltage line. I am informed by RWC Ltd that this modification does not increase the price of the set from them, and will also be supplied to other Yaesu appointed dealers on an exclusive basis.

The modified set arrived a couple of weeks before the fully fitted set, needless to say yours truly spent that time to good effect to see what, if any, limitations took place in terms of switching speed, especially in terms of full break-in CW and packet radio capability, as well as evaluating the dynamic range performance.

In Use

I must confess it took me a great deal of time to get used to operating the set, mainly caused by trying to get the hang of the keyboard functions required for frequency and memory control. After repeatedly referring to the operating manual, I did succeed, but even after a few weeks of operating the set I still found the keyboard very fiddly to use, especially for direct frequency entry. The majority of the numerical keys used follow the now common layout, but I still ended up having to squint at the tiny designations printed on the key faces each time I tried to tap in a frequency or recall a memory.

Apart from this, I found the set easy to operate, the 10Hz synthesiser steps gave a very smooth tuning rate. I did however note slight 'glitches' every 1kHz, but these did not distract unduly from the general smooth feel on the modified set. Many pleasant ragchew QSOs were had using the set, and received audio reports were always very complimentary. The variable AGC decay time was quite useful, but I did notice slight bursts of distortion at the beginning of received syllables in many cases. Switching the AGC off and controlling the RF gain manually provided far pleasanter copy. I appreciated the memory facilities, as I found it handy to tune around each band first, store interesting frequencies in the memories, then return as required after gaining a 'feel' of band conditions. The memory check facility, where I could continue listening on the tuned frequency whilst checking memory frequencies was very handy, a further button allowing quick transferral between VFO and memory mode as required.

Interior of the rig — not designed for dabbling by the faint hearted!
Datacomms

Coupling my MM4001 RTTY / data unit to the rear connections of the set provided good results, the IF notch and shift facility helping in QRM rejection although I found I always had to place the shift control off-centre. This is due to the set’s passband in this mode being centred on the higher American RTTY tones rather than the standard 1275/1445Hz tones used throughout the rest of the world. I did find it a pity, using narrow shifts of 170Hz, that the CW filter could not be put to use by the narrow/wide switch, as this should indeed provide far better performance. No doubt someone out there will come up with a modification in time!

Another limitation was that, although labelled FSK, the mode of operation was AFSK, with the mic ‘live’ at all times. This means you have to keep plugging and unplugging the microphone each time you switch between voice and data modes, the mic gain control does not help as this controls the Tx audio on AFSK as well. Using VOX on RTTY was quite satisfactory, but I feel that the minimum delay between Tx and Rx in this case may not prove suitable for AMTOR use, hard Tx wiring should however improve matters. Testing full break-in CW, by radiating a string of dots using the internal keyer, full reception between symbols was limited to around 28wpm. The heterodyne beat could be switched to suit the operator’s preference, – on transmit the sidetone, enabled by the ‘monitor’ button, also changed to suit. The APF facility certainly cut out extraneous audio frequencies under QRM conditions, but did give a very hollow response to the received audio.

The automatic aerial tuner I found sometimes useful, but occasionally it appeared to get a little confused in trying to match my LF trap dipole. To use the tuner, one presses the ‘start’ button whilst manually keying a steady carrier on transmit, the motors and relays would then whirr away. Watching the digital SWR indication was quite enlightening. On matching a 2.1:1 indicated SWR, it would often go right through 1.3:1 and then stop at 4.4:1 around twenty seconds later with a warning indication. Hitting ‘start’ again did sometimes get it to match correctly though.

**DX Capability**

Listening around 7MHz in the evening, my dipole connected via a coax switch to my FT107M system for comparison, I could detect very little difference in readability under heavy QRM conditions. I use the FT107M with its analogue VFO as an on-air ‘yardstick’, having been tested in the past against many other top-of-the-range HF transceivers and found to outperform every standard model on receive.

When the standard FT767GX arrived however, I must say I was a little disappointed. When slowly tuning towards a strong carrier, a background ‘hacksawing’ type noise was evident, increasing in level until the carrier was tuned in. In copying CW stations, even with the narrow filter inserted, strong adjacent signals could just about be heard as noise bursts in the background of the wanted signal. This showed the classic limitation of reciprocal mixing.

When switching between the two 767s, tuning away from a strong commercial RTTY station just above 7.1MHz showed the station to be reduced to inaudibility at 2.5kHz away on the modified set, whereas with the unmodified set bubbling ‘spiltches’ could just still be heard 3kHz away. OK, so I’m being rather fussy, as this may not too important to most amateurs, and critical testing was required to show a difference. However, the difference was there, and it could easily be heard. I must say in fairness it could be argued that the prime source of QRM on the DX bands is due to splattering signals from overdriven transmitters, where amateurs as well as some broadcast propaganda stations for instance try to squeeze the last available watt out of their equipment. My only solution in this case on the HF bands is to rotate the tribander towards another direction!

**VHF/UHF**

The fully-fitted set was then coupled up to my tower-mounted 6m/2m/70cm aerial system, and great fun was had over one weekend of good tropospheric propagation conditions, and I had general chats on FM with local stations at other times, both simplex and via repeaters. I really did feel that ten memories were nowhere near enough for multiband operation of this nature, as calling frequencies, upper and lower scan limits as well as local repeater and general net channels could all have been stored if only there was the memory capacity available, rather than having to re-program these each time I changed band. It was, however, useful to be able to store different repeater offsets for each band, hence - 100kHz (HF), - 600kHz (2m) and +1.6MHz (70cm) could all be stored, using the VFOs in split configuration. Reverse repeater checking was then possible by a quick press of the VFO A/B button.

In listening round, the noise problems experienced on HF were also unfortunately present on VHF/UHF, not surprising really as the same synthesiser controls both. I also noted, with the quieter band conditions on 70cm, slight hetero-
In the received signal, close-in tests were however limited by reciprocal mixing with the internally generated synthesiser noise. This was substantially improved in the case of the RWC modified set, as can be seen from the plotted selectivity curves. Even then, to perform this measurement I had to use my cavity tuned valve signal generator fed through a 21.4MHz crystal filter matched to 50 ohms, even my synthesised TF2006 cavity-tuned transistorized signal generator was not good enough for ultimate selectivity measurements, never mind the more common digital affairs one finds these days.

I sometimes wonder when it will all end, where transceivers outperform most test equipment, but as the never ending power rat-race continues on HF I can see it lasting rather a long time!

The narrow CW selectivity was very pleasing, with very deep sided skirts present. The receiver sensitivity without the preamp in line was perfectly adequate for most purposes on the lower bands, switching the preamp in circuit brought the sensitivity up remarkably, which would be of great benefit when working 10m during poor band conditions. The S-meter was very accu-
rately calibrated at the S9 mark, in line with IARU recommendations of 50uV pd, but was not very representative at lower signal levels.

The receive sensitivity on 2m was reasonable, and very good on 6m and 70cm. However this is traded off by the excellent IMD performance on 2m of 82dB, with a so-so figure of 67-68dB on the other two bands. Close-in blocking performance was limited again by reciprocal mixing, discrete heterodyne 'spurs' were also evident at +/-10kHz and +/-20kHz, forming the peaks shown up in the SSB selectivity plots taken.

On transmit, the maximum power achieved, measured using a very accurate thermistor bolometer and calibrated attenuator, was always less than that indicated on the set's digital meter. The HF linearity on two-tone SSB tests was reasonable for a transistor PA, this linearity on two-tone SSB tests as being limited as the FM deviation. 5kHz peak minus 1kHz between the 2nd harmonic of 6m which falls in Broadcast Band II, fitting an external filter such as a simple quarter wave coax stub would be a good move. Transmit spurs were noted on the HF bands on 20m and above, varying from +/-6.1MHz to +/-1.8MHz removed from the carrier, these being caused by internal mixing products.

**Conclusions**

The FT767GX is an extremely versatile set, only the poor reciprocal mixing performance of the standard set lets this down. The addition of the synthesiser mod board substantially improves the set's performance in this respect, and I would certainly recommend it be done if available at little or no extra cost. This should also improve the VHF/UHF reciprocal mixing noise, although this could not be tested.

The facility of being able to add 6m, 2m and 70cm modules to the set is very useful, but operation of these could be limited, depending upon the operator's needs, by the small number of memories available.

Computer control via the CAT interface to extend these would be advantageous, who's going to write a program then? The set is not the ultimate DX machine, and I believe some analogue tuned sets of yesteryear still provide better DX potential. However with a simple mod it is capable of being on par or even better than other similarly priced modern rigs, and by taking the very large amount of facilities offered as standard I must say it represents good value for money.

My thanks go to Ray Withers Communications Ltd. and to South Midlands Communications Ltd. for the generous loan of the review equipment.
1 Oct
North Wakefield RC: Rally meeting.
Northampton RC: Talk ‘Moonbounce’ by GOEME.
Mid Sussex ARS: Night on the air.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk ‘An Approach to Home Construction’ by Chas G4VSZ.
Yeoivil RTS: Talk ‘Short dipoles’ by G3MYM.
Salop ARS: Talk ‘Russian amateurs’ by G4CVU.
Coventry ARS: AGM.
E Kent RS: AGM.

2 Oct
Mansfield ARS: Talk ‘Antennas for small gardens’ by Tom Douglas G3BA.

3 Oct
Dunstable Downs RC: 70cm contest. Also on 4th Oct.

4 Oct
Wakefield Mobile Rally. Details from G4RCH on (0532) 536633.
Welsh Amateur Radio Convention, Oakdale Community Centre, Blackwood, Gwent. Details from GW3KYA on (0495) 225825
Gt Lumley ARES Rally, Community Centre, Gt Lumley, Chester le Street, Co. Durham. Details from G4MSF on (091469) 3955.

5 Oct
Stourbridge DARS: Night on the air.
Welwyn/Hatfield ARC: ‘Slides from Andorra’.
Totmorden DARS: Surplus equipment sale.
Burnham Beeches RC: Surplus equipment sale.
Southdown ARS: Junk sale.
Sutton & Cheam: Natter night.
Felixstowe DARS: Talk ‘Knot tying for the radio amateur’.
Hambleton DARS: Talk ‘Satellite communication’ by Brian Anderson G3KJX.
Sheffield ARC: Talk ‘Christian aid’.

6 Oct
Warrington ARC: Novice construction awards.
Loughborough ARC: AGM.
Fylde ARS: Talk ‘Computer programming’ by Steve Williamson.
Wakefield DRS: Members on the air contest.
Imperial College ARS: Special event station GB2IC, details from Phil G4WWH QTHR.

7 Oct
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Natter night.
Fareham DARC: Talk ‘The TM1000 ATU’ by G4JEV.

8 Oct
North Wakefield RC: Talk ‘Microwaves’ by Peter G3PYB.
Mid Sussex ARS: Talk ‘Contests’ by Tony G3FBX.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction & natter night.
Yeovil RTC: Talk ‘The transmatch Part 1’ by G3AIK.
Southgate ARC: Talk ‘Industrial archeology’ by John Bachelor G3XMV.
Salop ARS: Natter night.

9 Oct
Coventry ARS: Morse tuition & night on the air.
Wimbledon DARS: AGM.
Itchen Valley RC: Talk ‘Equipment reliability’ by Keith G0GFD.
Keighley ARS: Special event station GB0ERH.
East Riddlesden Hall.
RSGB Midlands VHF Convention: Madeley Court Centre, Telford, Shropshire. Details from G3UBX, QTHR.
RSGB Straight Key Day: 0800-2100 GMT on 3.515 to 3.555MHz.

10 Oct
Keighley ARS: Special event station.
RSGB Midlands VHF Convention: Madeley Court Centre, Telford Shropshire.
Armagh & Dungannon DARC Mobile Rally. Details from G1OADD, QTHR.

11 Oct
RSGB 21/28MHz SSB Contest – 12hrs duration.
Keighley ARS: Special event station.
RSGB Midlands VHF Convention: Madeley Court Centre, Telford Shropshire.

12 Oct
Sheffield ARC: AGM.
Atherstone ARS: Talk ‘50 Years of amateur radio’ by Tom Douglas G3BA.
Hambleton DARS: RAE course.
Keighley ARS: Informal meeting.
Bury RS: Construction competition.
Chester DARS: Talk ‘Esperanto in Radio Comm’s’ by Adrian G4MOU.
Dorking DRS: Informal meeting.
Dartford Heath DFC: Pre hunt meeting, Horse & Groom.
Loughborough ARC: Film show.
Wakefield DRS: Great Egg Race II.
Verulam ARC: Activity evening.
Biggin Hill ARC: Talk ‘Valves’.

13 Oct
Trowbridge DARC: Natter night.
Bath DARC: Video night.
Wirral DARC: Quiz night.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Talk ‘Selective calling’ by Phillip Syme-Rumsby G6JND.
Lothians RS: Talk ‘History of communications’ by H Matthews.

14 Oct
North Wakefield RC: Night on the air.
Northampton RC: Talk ‘Cadcam’ by G4JYP.
Mid Sussex ARS: Informal evening.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction contest.
Oldham ARC: Talk ‘Egypt’ by G4AAU.
Salop ARS: Talk by Crime Prevention Officer.
E Kent: Natter night.
Yeoivil ARC: Talk ‘The transmatch — Part 2’ by G3AIK.

15 Oct
Sutton & Cheam RS: Junk sale.
Dunstable Downs RC: Talk ‘Satellite TV equipment’.
Coventry ARS: Quiz night.
Edgware DRS: 50th Anniversary dinner, Finchley Golf Club.
Wakefield DRS: Jamboree on the air, also 18th.
18 Oct
Dartford Heath DFC: Club hunt, 2.30pm.
Dartford Heath
Electronic Hobbies Exhibition (ELHOEX), Floral
Hall, Hornsey. Details from G3TLI on (04012)
2588.

19 Oct
Stourbridge ARS: Main meeting.
Todmorden DARS: Natter night.
Burnham Beeches RC: Talk 'PASCAL computer
language' by Tony Watson.
Felixstowe DARS: Social evening.
Hamletson DARS: Talk 'Station layout' by Brian
Escreet G4SPC.

20 Oct
Midland ARS: AGM.
Chester DARS: Constructional Project by Alan
G80JQ.
Mansfield ARS: Talk 'Practical frequency
measurement' by Tony G4GNC.
Loughborough ARC: DF evening.
Fyde ARS: Informal meeting.
Wakefield DRS: Night on the air.

21 Oct
Hastings ERC: Junk auction.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Natter night.
Fareham DARC: Talk 'Wartime experiences in
Radio Security Services' by G3AUV.

22 Oct
North Wakefield RC: Talk 'Space travel &
satellites'.
Northampton RC: AGM.

Mid Sussex ARS: Junk sale.
Bredhurst RTS: Inter-club quiz.
Salop ARS: AGM.
Yeovil ARS: Talk 'Aerial radiation patterns' by
G3GC.
Southgate ARC: Informal evening.

23 Oct
Leicester Amateur Radio exhibition — and 24th
at Granby Halls, Leicester. Details from G4PDZ
on (0533) 532923. DON'T FORGET TO VISIT
US ON 'HAM RADIO TODAY' — STAND NO 57.
Coventry ARS: Morse tuition & night on the air.
Itchen Valley RC: Talk 'Early days in radio' by
Les G3ABA.
Loughton DARS: Informal.

24 Oct
CQ WW Contest.
Wakefield DRS: Jumble sale.
El Alamein Reunion: Special event stations —
GB8EAR at Hove Sussex & GB8AER at Winter
Gardens, Blackpool.

25 Oct
CQ WW Contest.

26 Oct
Atherstone ARC: Informal meeting at The Bull,
Witherley — 8 pm.
Hamletson DARS: RAE course.

27 Oct
Chester DARS: Faroes DX trip.
Loughborough ARC: Talk 'Medical electronics'
by Chris G1ETZ.
Wakefield DRS: Novelty project and night on the
air.
Verulam ARC: Talk 'DX Working and the DX
Edge' by D Beattie G3OZF.

28 Oct
Chiltern ARC: Quiz night.
Trowbridge DARC: Junk sale.
Bath DARC: Constructors competition.
Wirral DARC: Equipment display.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Talk '2m fox hunting' by
G0BPS.
Lothians RS: Talk 'Malt whisky' by P Dryburgh.

29 Oct
North Wakefield RC: Monthly meeting.
Mid Sussex ARS: Visit.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk 'Simple sideband' by Ian
Keyser G3R00.
Salop ARS: HF Night on the air.
Yeovil ARS: Natter night.

30 Oct
Dunstable Downs RC: Junk sale.
Coventry ARS: The (indoor!) DF game.
Wimbledon DARS: Talk 'DX techniques' by Nigel
Cawthorne G3TXF.

1 Nov
Carmarthen ARS Rally, Leisure Centre,
Johnstown. Details from GW3GUE on (026783)
460.

2 Nov
Stourbridge DARS: Night on the air.
Welwyn/Hatfield ARC: Construction competition.
Todmorden DARS: 'Bash the Committee' — air
your views.
Southdown ARS: Construction evening.
Felixstowe DARS: Night on the air.
Hamletson DARS: Talk 'Log checking with a
computer program' by Pieter Smit.
Sutton & Cheam RS: Natter night.

3 Nov
Rugby ATS: Fireworks & barbecue.
Dartford Heath DFC: Pre hunt meeting, Horse &
Groom.
Loughborough ARC: Night on the air.
Fyde ARS: Equipment sale.
Wakefield DRS: Pea & pie supper.

4 Nov
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Natter night.
Fareham DARC: Talk 'Amateur radio in the Royal
Navy' by G3JFF.
Willenhall DARS: Talk 'Microwaves' by D Ackrill
G0DJA.
5 Nov
Mid Sussex ARS: Fireworks on the air.
Bredhurst RTS: Construction & natter night.
Yeovil ARC: Talk ‘Simple HS aerials’ by G3GC.
Salop ARS: Talk ‘Model steam engines’ by GOEBD.

6 Nov
Mansfield ARS: RSGB Video.
Loughton DARS: Film show.

7 Nov
North Devon Radio Rally, Bradworthy Memorial Hall. Details from G8MXI, QTHR.
North Wales Radio Rally, Aberconwy Conference Centre, Llandudno. Details from Derek Watts on (0492) 530041. Also on 8th.

8 Nov
OK DX Contest.
Dartford Heath DFC: Club hunt, 2.30pm, Dartford Heath.

9 Nov
Sheffield ARC: Junk sale & sausage spectacular.
Atherstone ARC: RSGB film.

10 Nov
Keighley ARS: Informal meeting.
Dorking DRS: Informal meeting.
Loughborough ARC: Film show.
Biggin Hill ARC: Surplus equipment sale.

11 Nov
Trowbridge DARC: Natter night.
Bath DARC: Microwaves.
Wirral DARC: Chairmans night.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: 2m fox hunt.
Lothians RS: Junk sale.

12 Nov
North Wakefield RC: Night on the air.
Mid Sussex ARS: Talk ‘Remote imaging’ by Des Watson G3YXO.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk ‘AX25’ by Chas G4VSZ.
Salop ARS: Natter night.

13 Nov
Wimbledon DARS: Activity evening.
Itchen Valley RC: Talk ‘Getting started on 50MHz’ by G Sanderson G20BT.

15 Nov
Bridgend DARC: Bridgend Rally at the Bridgend Recreation Centre, Angel Street, Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan. Doors open 11.00am (10.30am for disabled visitors). Free parking, bring & buy, morse tests, bar. Talk in on 2S2. Further details from Dave, GW1OUP, on (0656) 723508.

16 Nov
Stourbridge ARS: Home Construction Competition.
Mansfield ARS: Talk ‘The grid dip oscillator’ by Keith G4AAH.
Loughborough ARC: Annual dinner.
Wakefield DRS: Talk by G1LTU.
Fylde ARS: Informal meeting.

18 Nov
Hastings ERC: Talk ‘The Philips compact disk’.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Natter night.

19 Nov
Mid Sussex ARS: Informal meeting.
Bredhurst RTS: The G4EGH Ingenuity Trophy.
Salop ARS: Talk ‘The lead mines of SW Shropshire’ by G4ZZP.

20 Nov
Sutton & Cheam RS: Talk ‘BBC external services’.
Loughton DARS: Informal meeting.

22 Nov
Wakefield DRS: Visit to Jodrell Bank.

23 Nov
Atherstone ARC: AGM.

24 Nov
Loughborough ARC: Construction night.
Wakefield DRS: Novelty project judging.

25 Nov
Bath DARC: Open night.
SE Kent YMCA ARC: Club project discussion.
Lothians RS: Talk ‘Propogation with an HF bias’ by T Main GM4DCL.

26 Nov
Keighley ARS: Film show.
North Wakefield RC: Monthly meeting.
Mid Sussex ARS: Talk ‘Stories from behind the controls’ by Tony G3JEE.
Bredhurst RTS: Talk ‘Regenerative Receivers’ by Stan White G4EGH.
Salop ARS: HF night on the air.

27 Nov
Wimbledon DARS: Mini lecture.
Itchen Valley RC: Talk ‘Radio’ by Len G6NZ.

28 Nov
Felixstowe DARS: Social evening.

Will club secretaries please note that the deadline for the January 1988 segment of Radio Tomorrow, (covering radio activities from 1st December to 1st February) is 14th October.

Could club secretaries please check that contact details in the Contacts section are correct.
Aberdeen ARS
Aberavon & NH ARC
Aberport ARC
Alyn and Dee-side ARS
Aradon Radio & CC
AMARC
Armagh DARC
Asthallmouth ARS
Axe Vale ARS
Ayr ARC
Barking RES
Barry Vale RS
Basingstoke ARC
Bath DARC
Biggin Hill ARC
Borehamwood Elstree ARC
Brittannia ARC
Bronlent DARC
Burnham ARC
Burnham on Crouch RS
BT (Reading) ARC
Bury RS
Cambridge DARC
Chesham DARS
Cheshunt DARC
Chester DARC
Chichester DARC
Clacton DARC
Clifton DARC
Conwy Valley ARC
Cousoons ARC
Dartford ARC
Dartford ARC
Daventry ARC
Devizes DARC
Dinard ARC
Dorchester DARC
Dorset DARC
Eatinge DARC
Eastbourne EARC
Eastbourne ARC
East polls RS
East Riding ARC
Eastbourne DARC
Eastbourne DARC
East Sussex RS
Edgware DARC
Esher DARC
Eastern Lord AIPRS
Epsom DARC
Epping Forest DARC
Essex DARC
Falsgrave DARC
Farnborough DARS
Felstowe DARS
Fishguard DARS
Fylde DARC
Galashiels DARS
Gloucester DARS
Grassington DARS
Halifax DARC
Harpenden ARC
Harrow RS
Hastings DARC
Havering DARC
Hillman RS
Hinckley ARC
Honeyside ARC
Horsham ARC
Inverness RS
Kilgarran RS
Kelchay ARS
Kildonan RS
Kingston DARC
Lagan Valley (Belfast) RS
Leeds DARC
Leighton Linsdale RS
Lincoln SWC
Louth DARC
Loughborough ARC
Macclesfield DARS
Manchester DARC
Maidstone YAMCA ARS
Malton ARS
Medway ARS
Mid Sussex ARS
Mid Ulster ARC
Mid Warwickshire ARS
Middleton Keynes DARS
Morecambe Bay ARS
N. Bristol ARS
N. Cornwall RS
N. Staffs ARS
N. Wiltshire ARC
Newbury DARS
Newport ARS
North West ARC
Northwich DARS
Peterborough RES
Plymouth ARS
Portsmouth DARC
Poole DARS
Preston ARS
Reading DARC
Rhyl DARC
Salisbury RES
Sands ARS
Sheffield ARC
Sheffield DARS
Shropshire DARS
Simon
S. Manchester RS
S. Tyne-side ARS
S. E. Kent (YMCA) ARS
Southdowns ARS
Southport ARC
Spennymoor RS
Stepford RS
Swindon DARS
Telford DARS
Tideswell DARS
Tring DARS
Wimbledon DARS
W. Snakey DARC
Warrington ARS
Waterford SRC
Welland Valley ARC
Wells DARC
Weymouth & District ARS
Wolverhampton ARS
Wirral DARC
Wirksworth DARC
Widnes DARS
Wiltshire DARC
York DARC

Could club secretaries please check that details in the Contacts section are both correct and up to date.
Why use an ATU at 145MHz? Anyone who has lived in a bedsit or has had to make do with a temporary aerial hung on a picture rail will tell you. Loft mounted aerials suffer from proximity to water pipes, electricity cables, joists and so on, and in these instances often cannot give a satisfactory match to 50 ohms. Not PAs around!), the VSWR (voltage standing wave ratio) presented by the aerial system must be low so as to enable maximum power transfer to occur. The protection circuitry fitted to most transceivers will reduce the set’s output power in sympathy with the amount of mismatch present, while some sets.

Hands up those of you who’ve used a pair of scissors for a VHF skyhook? Well, Chris Lorek, G4HCL, managed it.

everyone can put outdoor rotatable beams up! In my student days it was impossible to put a decent aerial up, but I still liked to keep in touch so, using a coaxial dipole made from 50 ohm cable and hung onto the window I often managed to make simplex continental QSOs, but my TS700’s output stage certainly complained due to the aerial mismatch that resulted.

Solid State PAs
As the vast majority of rigs used on 2m have solid state power amplifiers (yes, there are some valve such as the Liner 2 for example, will simple cut out the power altogether above a certain mismatch level. Other sets don’t have any protection circuitry at all, and their owners quickly find this out when forgetting to plug the cox in before transmitting, with a resultant £50 repair bill!

Tuning Possibilities
The publicity information accompanying the CapCo VHF ATU states that G40GP’s soldering iron was successfully tuned up on 2m, enabling a QSO with another station around nine miles away! This is great fun of course; I managed a good match into a pair of scissors (see later!), but few amateurs would spend a lot of money just to mess around like this. It is generally true that any conducting object can be used as a radiator of RF, as successful trials at loading up tree trunks and suchlike have proved. In practice, this means that one’s HF dipoles, monoband yagis, TV/Stereo aerials, or even window frames and rotary clothes driers may be pressed into service if needed. There’s no guarantee that they’ll work better than a purpose designed aerial, but at least they’ll radiate something which is better than nothing at all.

When operating away from home on holiday or on a business trip, a temporary aerial can be made to operate much more satisfactorily by using some form of matching device. Similarly, a good matching unit can be indispensible for those with loft mounted aerials where restrictions do not allow anything to spoil the neighbours’ view of the nearby sewage works or whatever!

SPC 100 Features
The unit is designed to cover 130—160MHz and employs the well known PI matching network, comprising of two 30pF airspaced variable capacitors and an open wound series coil. A coaxial balun is fitted internally to allow the use of high impedance balanced inputs, either from open wire feeder or with the ATU placed at the temporary aerial connection point. Two SO239 chassis mounted connectors are fitted to the rear, providing unbalanced coaxial input/output terminations, these are complimented by a pair of screw type terminals for the balanced input. A further wing nut connection is provided as an earth terminal. Two large rotary knobs control the tuning, a rotating cursor giving an indication along a 1—10 scale for each knob.

please mention HRT when replying to advertisements.
The unit measures 185mm(W) x 81mm(H) x 120mm(D) without the controls and connector projections, and weighs 1kg exactly. It is finished in a light grey paint, with silver coloured printed panels front and rear.

**Impressions**

The capacitors are very high quality silver plated C804 types with a plate spacing of about 1.3mm, the internal coax used is also silver plated, as are the SO239 connections which also use PTFE insulation for low loss. Reduction drives are used on the capacitors to give more accurate tuning and all this suggests, in my view, that the unit is not just a cheap get-rich-quick affair for the manufacturer, but has been designed with quality in mind. The appearance of the review sample was unfortunately let down by misplaced controls on the front panel, although this would not of course affect the electrical performance.

**Test Results**

I deliberately tried to outwit the tuner by presenting it with a whole range of mismatched objects, as well as aerials for bands other than 2m. It loaded up a VHF Band II stereo aerial nicely, as well as my 10m, 6m and 70cm beams. In desperation, I plugged the point of a pair of metal scissors in the back, even (after tuning) the result was a VSWR of virtually 1:1! No doubt a car rear screen heater element would prove little trouble by connecting this to the balanced input.

In the laboratory, I connected varying loads of up to 20:1 resistive mismatch and used line stretching techniques to rotate the phase angle of this right through 180 degrees. This would give resistive, inductive, and capacitive mismatches, together with all possible combinations in between. Yes, it coped well, always providing a good 50 ohm match at 145MHz in each case, although I often had to tune backwards and forwards many times to achieve this at the higher VSWRs presented. A network analyser was used to plot the return loss in each case (the higher the return loss, the better the match), and in each case at least 15dB was achieved. When tuning a 135MHz resonant aerial to 2m, it was interesting to note that a good match remained at the resonant frequency as well as at 2m.

As well as performing a matching purpose, the PI network would also function as a form of low pass filter when correctly tuned. At 2m, when accurately matching into 50ohms at both connections, I measured 0.15dB through loss with 27dB reduction in 2nd harmonic, and 18dB reduction of the third. The manufacturers have advised me that a 50MHz version is also available, which could be of similar use in reducing the 100MHz second harmonic of this band which happens to fall right in the middle of Broadcast Band II.

**Conclusions**

The tuning unit has been well designed and uses good quality components. When used on 2m, it will match virtually anything to the 50 ohm output found on most sets. Remember that this only occurs after you’ve tuned it up, so ensure that your set is placed in low power mode or fed via an attenuator to prevent your PA blowing up while you’re twiddling. For those amateurs who need to put up with less than ideal aerials, for whatever reason, this ATU will enable them to maximize the power transfer to them. Alternatively, if you fance the idea of loading up a few beer tins or a bedstead, it’ll give you a bit of fun as well!

*My thanks go to Cap.Co Ltd., Skelmersdale, for the loan of the review sample.*
The Great Welsh Rope Trick

Sometimes attack is the best form of defence, at least where Ham radio is concerned!

The shack is in Pembrokeshire, Wales, where the potatoes come from, which is great if you're a potato. It faces a small furniture factory just beyond the bottom of our garden, which boasts a single, tall poplar tree at the lowest corner. In the factory, monster machines rave their way through great chunks of wood all day long and peace descends only with the birds clocking off.

This factory is run by The Nerd. No, I tell a lie. His name is actually Mr Wythinton, but far and wide he is known as The Nerd. I had never seen a nerd until I met this one and I'd be a bit shaky on giving an exact definition if you asked me. More a job for a zoologist, at a guess.

But as soon as I clapped eyes on him almost two years back and a day after moving into our new house, a mere growth on the side of the shack which is the true centre of our family life as all hams understand, I said to Blodwen, “He’s a nerd, isn’t he?” And she looked up at me which she has to do, see, me being known as far DX as Chunking by the handle ‘Tiltover Tom,’ and nodded, which clinched it.

Blodwen isn’t a Welsh witch. Not so far as I know. She’s just a humdrum schoolteacher, like me. But she has loads of black hair, matching eyes and a smile I can cope with but which some find unsettling. And her thumbs prick when a nerd this way comes. Talented nosiness, bumptiousness, coruscating self-importance and effortless bloodymindedness lie at the heart of the Nerd Concept.

Meeting the neighbours

The occasion of us meeting Mr Wythinton arose out of my attempts to rig a vertical sloper for 3.5 Megs, always a bind and doubly so in my QTH. I don’t know if you’ve ever seen a picture of an Aztec pyramid, a ziggurat I think it’s called, but the guy who designed my house must have been a reincarnated architect from that place and time. Imagine a cone built out of cubes and you’ll get the picture. Starting downwards from the very top where the flagpole is, there’s the chimney, a pitched roof, a flat kitchen roof, a patio, a lawn and a tiny split level garden, all going down and outwards like a staircase. From top to bottom is almost exactly sixty six feet and you know what that means for 3.5 meg.

No sooner had we commenced work then I got this well known feeling, one common to antenna-erecting hams across the globe, that I was being watched. Glancing over my shoulder and keeping on with hammering in the earthpin, (which is why I have scar), I saw Mr Wythinton standing at the door of the factory office some fifty yards away, shading his eyes and studying my activities intently.

Putting my hand to my eyes I surveyed him as intently. I saw a short man, nearly a dwarf, and it has been my experience that most shorties are part of a global conspiracy to rule the world. Not only was he thus permanently afflicted with rising damp, but he was fat. His belly, if you’ll pardon me, but by no manner of means was such a bumptious organ a stomach, marched on after he stopped until a grossly overworked belt screamed, “Halt! Halt, I say!”

A square head, short, tow coloured hair sliding...
down to tiny blue eyes like unusual gumdrops set in a flabby, pasty jowled face wearing a permanent scowl completed an unpleasing picture. It made me say to Blodwen, like I said before, "He's a nerd, isn't he?" and Blodwen nodded, lifting her thumbs and looking at me with that intent look which can crack tombstones.

"You there", said The Nerd. We both examined every inch of the garden but not a Youthere to be seen. I smiled at him, shrugging shoulders and spreading hands to indicate utter defeat. He was not to be put off by such placatory tactics. "You there," he said again. Blodwen muttered something Celtic and guttural under her breath. A loitering crocus turned brown, fell back and died. Harkee, gentle readers, there is naught more bitter than a Welshwoman's curse.

"Give him a chance," I breathed. Turning to Mr Wythinton again I responded, "Yair?" Admittedly there was no accompanying smile, no warmth at all in the question, but I insist I did attempt to open up a line of communication by this gentle interrogation. "You got — he waved a hand comprehensively and insolently at our work area, "Planning Permission for whatever it is you’re up to, eh?" His hands, I tell you, were they very stuff of insolent comprehensiveness.

Nothing could retrieve the situation. The blue touchpaper emitted a shower of sparks. I turned back to my hammering, aware that the Point Of No Return had been reached. Under my armpit, which is how I got this other scar, I watched Blodwen vaulting the fence and swaying across the patch of tarmac separating our garden from the factory. Ferrets chatting up anxious rabbits move exactly like her.

Stopping before the plainly startled Mr Wythinton she began to address him. I did not need to hear what was being said. On a few occasions during our ten year marriage I had seen Blodwen mount her broomstick and Do a Job on someone who had irritated her. Like all blood sports, including heavyweight boxing, it was better viewed from a fair distance than right close up, where even the ref risks getting one up the bracket.

"What?" I heard Wythinton explode. "You what?" But he spoke to thin air. Blodwen was returning from her sortie. She wore a fulfilled expression on her face; not so much a rose after dalliance with the bee as a cat with a feather sticking to its whiskers.

"You’re trespassing," he screamed after her. "I’ll ‘ave the lore —”. War had been declared.

Minutes later the front door bell rang on the other side of the house. On going to open it there stood The Nerd. "Get that wire thing down," he choked, "or I’m reporting you to the Planning Officer." Spinning on his heel he marched off. Not quite a goosestep... Hostilities had commenced.

The Authorities step in
I pass over the ensuing two years as being unsuitable for mention in a family magazine like this. The Planning Office boasted that it had fielded every member of its staff during the dispute; the police merely achieved the rank of Chief Inspector; councillors of every political colour became old friends; neighbours came to blows over us; wisely; the DTI merely sent letters expressing friendly concern; the RSGB put the matter before a committee... Above it all, smiling with sweet malice, waiting her moment like a cat at a mousehole, letting out yards and yards of hanging rope meanwhile, presided Blodwen. In the depths of the forest beyond the fence The Nerd howled fitfully; telephoned the police; petitioned the DTI; warned the local Education Committee that we were indoctrinating young children with Radspeak; wrote to the Prime Minister; lobbied the Council; threatened an appeal to the Court of Human Rights, though where he fitted into that was never clear. He came up to the fence and addressed us through a loudhailer on the occasion of The Great Homebrew Beer and Radio Rally which developed quite suddenly in our garden the day I racked a keg. That was when CB Wully threw the bucket of — but no, this is a family magazine.

"I think he’s paranoid," confided a pleasant young man from the planning office at the opening of the second year of hostilities. "He’s fixated on antennas. As soon as he sees you put one up it triggers off his insecurities and he starts writing and phoning all over. Normally, we could forget to reply. But his brother is Treasurer of the adjoining county council..."
and that is oblique power, I'm afraid."

A characteristic of paranoids is this ability they have to draw others into their skein of dreams. There was a time when twenty seven ratepayers wrote simultaneously to the council complaining of TVI, HiFil, RFI, Fridgel, Coffeepercolator! and, in two cases, that electrically operated garage doors eight miles away were opening and closing like oysters at feeding time due to my one watt CW ops on 14 megs. And that was while we had been in France a month with the rig, the baby and the Anglia. Putting out a pep like that who needs Cruise?

"Mad!" diagnosed Blodwen, when we returned and couldn't open our front door because of the hate mail. "Barking crackers, and no mistake. Ripe for the rubber room on the funny farm, I'd say." Her own conclusion seemed to give birth to an idea.

An idea is born

It was a grey, misty September morning when one is never sure whether visibility is being impeded by foggy damp rising up or clouds flying low. Mr Wythinton stood outside the door of his factory listening to the first ravening screams coming from inside with the fond ear of a father long since deafened to the decibel level of his offspring.

Activities on the antenna farm of the hated radio freaks next door attracted his constitutionally suspicious eye. Yet another environmentally disastrous set of wires, bulging with insulators, was snaking up to vandalise the quaintly exotic skyline etched into assorted factory chimneys Fred Dibnah hadn't gotten round to yet, an extinct slagheap, sundry cooling towers and a BBC TV booster mast.

There was something decidedly odd about this particular bunch of wires, however. Leaning forward for a closer look Mr Wythinton felt eyes and mouth opening involuntarily at a surprising scene. The male radio freak was squatting crosslegged on the flat roof of the shed in which he housed the machine which had destroyed the amenity of an entire light industrial area. He was stripped to the waist and wearing a towel wrapped around his head. At his lips there seemed to be a tube of some kind. As The Nerd watched, the faint tootlings of a flute came to ear.

At first he thought what was on show was all part of the same scene that had been going on for nearly two years. Up would go an antenna; in he would go to his office to write a frenzied letter about it; the exciting process of official complaints procedure would begin in which he usually managed to work off a few of the frustrations arising from a declining business, a nagging wife and a son who was early showing all the signs of becoming that catastrophe of catastrophes, a Nerd of Nerds. Even an acid tongue-lashing from the vixenish female radio freak with the strange eyes was a pain worth enduring if it ended in the creation of local chaos and the strange buzz that gave him.

But this scene was quite original. What was happening before his very eyes was truly extraordinary. Mr Wythinton gulped. Two parallel lengths of wire of the undistinguished bellwire kind and flanking a co-ax cable, the whole bristling with ceramic egg insulators, were in plain sight rising high in the air above the radio shack like synchronised snakes.

The phenomenon was not now strange to the factory owner. Festoons of wire had sprouted from every chink and crevice since the High Tech anarchists had moved into the house. Lengths of rope running to the flagpole acted as halyards which drew up all manner of devices which The Nerd found irritating. But here was something unbelievable. The three wires were rising vertically into the air seemingly unassisted by any kind of supporting device . . .

The tootlings of the flute redoubled in pitch and loudness. Obligingly the trio of the snakes rose higher, swaying as if in time to the music. Mr Wythinton examined their environs keenly. Nothing was to be seen that could be deemed to be giving them any kind of support. The wires ascended higher; even higher. Presently they were level with the top of the flagpole over fifty feet up, which could be seen far behind, clamped to the chimney of the house.

As if the wild flute music was affecting him similarly the observer swayed towards the garden his eyes still fixed on the ascending wires.

"Yes?" The hissing sibilant just under his nose made him jump. Blodwen materialised before him on the other side of the fence, projecting all the benign malignancy of a laughing shark.

"I — er — how — ?" inquired the mesmerised man keenly.

To be concluded next month . . .
Marconi is known as the father of radio. He achieved a phenomenal amount in his lifetime and did more to bring radio into use than any other person. For his work he became an international celebrity as well as receiving many honours, including the Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order, bestowed on him by King George V. However he was not addressed as 'Sir' because of his foreign citizenship. Apart from his work in the field of radio he served as a Senator in the Italian Senate and also represented his country as a diplomat.

His whole life was full of inventiveness and he never let obstacles and setbacks overcome him. It was these qualities amongst others which made him the pioneer he was.

His Childhood
Marconi was born on the 25th April 1874 in the Italian town of Bologna. His father was a wealthy Italian who was considerably older than his mother who was from a family with Scottish and Irish origins.

Marconi started his education being privately tutored. Later he started school in Florence, but found it difficult because of his previous tuition. From here he progressed to the Technical Institute of Leghorn where he developed his liking for physics. As a result of this his mother, who was always the one who encouraged him, arranged some extra tuition, which was to stimulate his interest still further in this field. However, Marconi left the Institute without any qualifications. This greatly displeased his father, but in spite of this Marconi returned home to spend much of his time experimenting with the newly discovered Hertzian Waves.

Experiments Start
Marconi started his experiments by repeating those done by Hertz,
who had only recently died. In his first experiments he was able to reproduce the conditions whereby a spark in a transmitting circuit was able to induce a small one in a receiving circuit a short distance away. However, the range was limited to only a few metres. Marconi was able to greatly improve the sensitivity of the system by using a 'coherer' as a detector (see Fig. 1), this was a device discovered by Oliver Lodge consisting of a glass tube with an electrode at either end and containing iron filings. Normally the resistance would be high but the application of a signal would cause the filings to 'cohere' and the resistance to fall. This action could then be used to operate a second circuit, such as a buzzer. In order to return the coherer to its original state the tube could be tapped. Often, as the coherer would be used to drive a bell this would not only sound but would also be used to 'decohere' the iron filings.

Marconi carried on his experiments and was able to improve the sensitivity of the coherer by using different types of filings. In addition to this he added two metal sheets either side of the spark gap and then set one sheet on the ground and the other in the air via a long lead, constituting a primitive dipole. All these improvements made it possible to detect signals over distances of 2 kilometres.

Realising the possibilities which lay behind this new idea Marconi offered it to the Italian authorities. However, they were not interested and dismissed the idea.

The Move to England
Following his rejection by the Italian authorities Marconi moved to England, accompanied by his mother. He immediately started work and filed his first patent in June 1896 — the world's first patent involving radio. Shortly after this some of Marconi's friends gave him an introduction to William Preece who was the engineer in Chief of the Post Office. Then in July of the same year Marconi gave his first demonstration to some Post Office officials. Equipment was set up on the rooftops of two buildings in London and Marconi successfully demonstrated that he was able to communicate over a distance of a few hundred yards. This impressed the Post Office so much that further tests were requested. These were organised in September and showed that greater ranges could be achieved. This time the Post Office were joined by representatives from the War Office and the Admiralty and bearing this in mind Marconi conducted his experiments using very short waves and parabolic reflectors to show the directional properties of the waves. By showing the waves could be beamed in one direction, he proved that messages could be sent in secrecy — a vital factor if the army and navy were to use them. He also successfully demonstrated that ranges of up to 2.5 kilometres could be achieved.

His next demonstration was to the press and this was so successful and widely reported, that Marconi instantly became a celebrity. Up until then the new discoveries had only been used for demonstrations and they had not been put to real use. However in 1897 it was decided to test them to see if they could be used to provide a reliable link across stretches of water. The other alternative would have been to instal a submarine cable, but these were both expensive and unreliable. Tests were carried out in the Bristol Channel and Marconi's radio system was found to be very successful.

The Marconi Company
As interest grew in the possibilities of using radio, Marconi launched his new company in July 1897. It was originally named the 'Wireless Telegraph and Signal Company Limited'. However, in 1900 he changed the name to 'Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited'.

With the launch of his company Marconi was able to borrow more capital and could employ people to work for him which enabled him to carry out more tests. In late 1897 he erected masts 40 metres high outside the Needle Hotel on the Isle of Wight and transmissions were made from here to a boat which steamed along the Solent to test communication over the sea where ranges of up to 30 kilometres were achieved. For anyone visiting the Isle of Wight there is a plaque (see photo) commemorating this event which can be seen at the Needles.

As further improvements were made, distances over which reliable communication could be made were increased. As a result of this it was decided in 1899 to set up a link across the Channel. Accordingly masts were erected at South Foreland and Wimereux near Boulogne. This was the first international radio link, and its opening received a lot of press coverage. Not only did this link prove to be profitable from the prestige point of view, but also new discoveries were made. It was during some opening exchanges between the two stations that signals were reliably copied at Chelmsford over 130 kilometres away. This was of great interest because up until then it had not been thought possible to communicate over distances which exceeded the line of sight.

The year 1899 also brought the first order from the British Navy do
by now Marconi had developed a system which was felt to be viable for useful communications. This was a great boost for Marconi who had done a lot of research but received very few orders.

Bridging the Atlantic

Despite these first few orders Marconi still had to look to the areas which were likely to offer the most business. He saw this as being maritime communications, because radio was the only form of communication useable over long distances. However, he still had to prove that it could be used on the busy shipping lanes between Europe and North America. In order to do this he decided that he had to prove that it was possible to make contact across the Atlantic. A project of this size was obviously going to be very costly. As a result, Marconi did not find it easy to convince the other directors of his company that an investment of this size could be borne by the company at this stage. Nevertheless it was eventually decided that the project was to go ahead.

Having made this decision sites were selected at a place called Poldhu in Cornwall and at Cape Cod in Massachusetts, the station at Poldhu being built first. The aerial was large and impressive, consisting of a ring of twenty masts over 60 metres high which supported an inverted cone of wires. Unfortunately the guying arrangements for the masts were not sufficient and they collapsed in a gale. The aerial at Cape Cod was of the same design and this too collapsed some time later.

Undaunted by this major setback Marconi organised another aerial to be built, but this time it was smaller and more robust. He also decided to move the site of the American station to Newfoundland where it would be nearer. As there was little time left for building aerials at the new site he decided that the aerial would have to be a single wire supported by kites or balloons. All of these compromises meant that it would only be possible to make one way contact from Cornwall to Newfoundland.

The tests commenced in December 1901. The weather in Newfoundland was bad and the winds were very strong. Some kites were lost, and the rapid movement of the wire meant that the receiver tuning changed. However, at 12.30 on 12th December 1901 Marconi was convinced that he could hear the letter ‘S’, which was being repeatedly transmitted by Poldhu. Somewhat elated by the success Marconi released this information to the press. This news was enthusiastically received by the newspapers, however, the scientific community were rather sceptical.

In order to make further tests another station was established on Cape Breton Island on the East Coast of Canada. However, it was found that it was not possible to make comparisons before and after design changes because the propagation conditions were continually altering. It was also decided to bring in some revenue from this venture by introducing a service to transmit news quickly across the Atlantic. However, this did not last very long because the aerial at Cape Breton island collapsed too.

The aerial was repaired but the service proved difficult and unreliable. In order to improve it he moved the station so that a larger aerial could be installed, yet on his return to England he still found the service was poor. It was whilst he was at Poldhu he noticed that an aerial wire lying on the ground received the signal more strongly when it was orientated in a particular direction. From this original idea Marconi quickly developed the inverted L or Marconi aerial. This new type of aerial was quickly installed on both sides of the Atlantic and this gave a large increase in signal strength and reliability.

Having made this improvement Marconi still sought after making the link even more reliable and increasing the rate at which traffic could be sent. In order to do this he proposed to build a new station at Clifden in the West of Ireland. The station was massive with one of the buildings 300 feet long to house a large air spaced capacitor. The transmitter power alone was 300kW; and the station even had its own specially built light railway.

In addition to the physical size of the project there were also many
new technical improvements, most of which lay in the way the spark was generated. To complete the new link Cape Breton was also updated and the new stations were a great success, the rate at which traffic could be sent was much faster because the link was much more reliable and so it was easier to copy the signals.

As well as this success Marconi found the marine side of his business improving. By the end of 1910 there were 250 ships which were now equipped with Marconi radio equipment.

After the War
The First World War brought about a large number of developments in radio. The thermionic valve was being used increasingly; the superhet radio was introduced; and there were many other developments which made radio communication more reliable.

During the 1920’s frequencies below 200 metres began to be used, having been initially dismissed as useless and (therefore!) given to radio amateurs. It was found that low power signals on these short waves could often be received better than the high power long wave stations. Accordingly Marconi spent a long time investigating the effects of propagation and developing uses for them. In one experiment Marconi plotted the signal strength of a short wave station as he sailed away from it in his specially fitted out ship Eletra. He found that the signal strength fell away but then began to increase, becoming stronger than a long wave station located at the same site.

Not content with only investigating short waves, Marconi also devoted his time to discovering more about the properties of signals with wavelengths under a metre. This was made easier now by the availability of some valves which would operate at these frequencies. As the fruit of some of his work Marconi actually installed a radio link between the Vatican and the Pope’s summer residence at Castel Gandolfo.

His Last Years
In later life Marconi became more involved in the politics of his native Italy. He had, in fact, been appointed to the Italian Senate in 1914, but in later life he undertook many diplomatic missions for his country. In view of the fact that he was representing his country he increasingly felt he had to join the Fascist Party in 1923, but was never particularly happy about it.

His last years were very troubled. with the increasing tension of the mid 1930’s Marconi found himself having to represent Italy under very difficult circumstances. To add to all of this his health was deteriorating and he suffered several heart attacks.

Finally, Marconi died on 20th July 1937, aged 63. Shortly after his death there was a two minute silence over the air waves in memory of the father of radio.
This article details the construction of a simple direct conversion receiver for the 80 metre (3.5-3.8MHz) amateur band, suitable for the novice to build and use. It is sensitive (<1μV pd for 10dB S/N + N) and capable of receiving SSB/DSB and CW type of conversion circuit, a local oscillator (the VFO or Variable Frequency Oscillator) is first mixed with the signal frequency to produce a difference frequency known as the ‘IF’ (Intermediate Frequency). This is usually 9 or 10.7MHz, or sometimes (at say 3.600MHz) with a VFO running at the same frequency and extract the difference signal. If the incoming RF signal is an unmodulated carrier, and the VFO is at exactly the same frequency the difference frequency will be 0kHz — in other words you will receive nothing!

Now, tune the VFO to 3.601MHz. The difference frequency is now 3.601 - 3.600 = 1kHz, and you will hear a 1kHz audio tone. If our plain carrier was actually being switched on and off, in other words sending CW, then you would now be able to copy the CW directly. Also, you would get the same result if the original signal had been at 3.600MHz and you had the VFO at 3.599MHz — the difference frequency is still 1kHz and the signal would be directly demodulated again.

Receiving ‘double’

This however does show up one deficiency of the direct conversion principle and that is lack of selectivity. If you look at the frequencies just used as an example, and instead say that we have two signals, one at 3.599MHz and another at 3.601MHz, then place the VFO at 3.600MHz, you should be able to see that the result will be two demodulated signals, both with a beat note of 1kHz, which will not assist reception much. The cure is to tune slightly away from one of them of course, or to place the VFO on the other side of one of signals where (hopefully) there will not be an interfering signal.

This phenomenon can be a distinct advantage at times — you have two places where an individual
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amateur and commercial transmissions. A well tried VFO circuit offers adequate stability for listening to the sort of long winded QSO’s which take place on this band!

The whole receiver is built on a simple printed circuit board and is obtainable as a complete kit. The only thing you have to add is a suitable aerial, a case and a speaker (4-8 ohm).

Direct Conversion

The receiver is of the direct conversion type. For those who are unfamiliar with this term, it refers to the way the signal (at say 3.6MHz) is converted down to audio frequencies. In a ‘normal’ superheterodyne as low as 455kHz. All subsequent signal processing and amplification is carried out at this fixed lower frequency including any narrowband filtering appropriate to the mode in use (usually 4-5kHz bandwidth for AM, around 2.2kHz for SSB, and down to 300-800Hz for CW).

When the signal is sufficiently amplified (after narrowband filtering in a good design) it can be converted to low level audio output for further amplification to a level suitable for driving a speaker or headphones.

In a direct conversion design, the IF stage is simply left out! This may sound a bit daft at first sight but it will work if you think about it. What you do is to mix the incoming signal
CW signal can be tuned in and the position least affected by interference can be chosen. Obviously, the low level signal obtained from the mixing process is no good for anything directly — it may be well under a microvolt with signals near the noise (taking into account the loss in the mixer) and thus has to be amplified further, but directly at audio frequencies. This process could be taken as equivalent to the IF stages in a conventional superhet, and gains in excess of 100dB will be required in the subsequent audio amplifier to bring the signal up to speaker levels. Needless to say, this has to be done with a stable and low-noise design.

The actual bandwidth in which signals are received is dependent on the bandwidth of the following audio amplifier stages. If no frequency shaping is used in the circuit, the bandwidth could be as high as 6 or 8kHz, rather too high for normal reception on an amateur band. Reducing this bandwidth to 3kHz with a simple low pass filter helps considerably and gives a receiver which is adequate for general SSB and CW use. There are ways of improving this considerably by addition of active filters with sharp roll-offs, and a kit design with bandwidths as low as several hundred Hz for CW use is available as an accessory should you require this option.

**SSB Reception**

SSB signals can be received equally easily as these are really only a variation on the way that CW is received. Taking a centre frequency of 3.600MHz again, an SSB signal will have audio sidebands radiating out from the nominal centre frequency of up to about 3kHz. So, the RF voice spectrum is simply reproduced directly at audio frequency by the mixing process. Also, you don't need a sideband select switch! Simply tune to the other side of the nominal frequency if you can't resolve the signal. This won't normally be a problem on 80M as all amateurs (except a few awkward stations who want to be different) use LSB. Commercial stations use USB by convention, but you can receive these as well of course.

Double Sideband (DSB) can also be received, although tuning becomes critical and there may be a phasing effect on the demodulated signal. DSB is usually heard on the amateur bands from transmitters which generate their RF signal by the reverse of the direct conversion process used here for reception.

The performance of a simple receiver like this is out of all proportion to its cost. Besides offering more than adequate sensitivity for the band it is used on, the strong signal performance is good as there is no RF amplification ahead of the mixer. A major advantage (where it will invariably outperform receivers costing in excess of £1000) is in the received signal quality. With no noise contribution, intermodulation or other problems associated with modern multi-conversion, synthesised designs, the demodulated audio is crisp and bright, and in the case of CW, the signal is absolutely...
pure and T9 (providing it was transmitted that way of course!).

**Circuit**

Signals from the antenna are input to the mixer through a bandpass filter circuit (L2/3 & associated Rs and Cs), which is designed to limit the incoming signals to those originating on the 80M amateur band only. Out of band signals from nearby broadcasting stations are thus reduced considerably, or eliminated. The filter only requires peaking at mid-band for alignment, the bandwidth being set by the fixed component values. The input impedance of this filter is around 50 ohms, so for best reception an antenna with the same impedance will be needed, such as a dipole for 80M. If you use some unspecified length of wire as an antenna, it will work, but performance will be considerably improved by the addition of an Antenna Matching Unit.

Signals then pass to the balanced mixer (D1, D2), where (to keep the cost down), a simple two-diode design with a hand wound transformer has been used. The diodes are Schottky barrier types which perform much better than ordinary germanium rectifiers although requiring a higher drive level from the local oscillator (VFO). It can be balanced easily and correctly by the resistive divider made from RV1 (see alignment details).

The centre tapped secondary of transformer T1 is used as the injection point for the VFO and also combines the rectified outputs of the two diodes. The resulting audio output passes to the primary and is then coupled to the audio amplifier stages via C7. RFC1 provides a DC earth for the diodes.

C13/R7 comprise a simple low-pass filter with a cut off around 3kHz. The audio pre-amplifier consists of Q3/4 and produces about 70dB of low-noise gain. This amplified audio is passed, via the volume control, RV2, to the IC amplifier (IC1, TBA820M) where the signals are taken up to speaker level.

Note that the volume control is a twin gang type. A single control straight after the pre-amp will work but there is a chance that the pre-amp will overload on strong signals. Using a double control with some feedback on one of the gangs prevents this, and makes sure that weak signals do sound weaker than strong ones — otherwise they would all tend to be at the same level.

The VFO (L1/Q1 etc) is a simple circuit, but exhibits very good stability providing the polystyrene capacitors specified are used. Do not substitute these with silver mica or ceramic types! Q2 buffers the VFO output and provides a stabilised voltage supply for the VFO circuit.

The main VFO tuning capacitor used in this design is a Japanese plastic type (polyvaricon) and, for its cost, works very well. Both of its 266pF sections are ganged together, and the 3.5-3.8MHz (nominal) coverage is obtained by adjusting the effective capacity swing via C1/2. Alignment consists of simply setting the core of L1 to the bottom of the band at maximum capacity of the capacitor — you don't even need a frequency counter for this.

If you wish to upgrade the receiver somewhat, a facility is included for tagging on a digital frequency counter module, via the output from the VFO buffer at C6. This will read the frequency directly to 100Hz. A stabilised 5V supply for this module is available via R20/C29/ZD2 at pin M on the PCB. Otherwise a calibrated scale will be required.

**The PCB**

The whole receiver is built on a single sided printed circuit board which can be purchased with the kit, or you could make it at home. The track sizes etc are not particularly critical so it would be possible to copy the layout with a pen if you wanted to. For guidance, see the series of articles recently published in HRT on PCB techniques.

The biggest problem in any constructional project, and the one that
Components List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1,8</td>
<td>47k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2,3,5,7</td>
<td>100R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4,14</td>
<td>1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>150R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>47R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10,11,13</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>4k7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>5k6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16,20</td>
<td>470R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>68R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18</td>
<td>1R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>22k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV1</td>
<td>5k 10mm vertical preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV2</td>
<td>100k + 100k dual 1in pot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All fixed resistors 0.25W 5% carbon film.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITORS</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>560pF polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>470pF polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3,4</td>
<td>1000pF polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5,16,19,26,27,28,29</td>
<td>100n ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6,12</td>
<td>1n ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>10n ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8,12</td>
<td>100pF ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9,11</td>
<td>220pF ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>18pF ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>220n polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>10uF 16V elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>0.47uF 16V elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17</td>
<td>220uF 16V elect axial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20,23</td>
<td>100uF 16V elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21</td>
<td>47uF 16V elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22</td>
<td>680pF ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C24,25</td>
<td>220uF 10V elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC1</td>
<td>TOKO polyvaricon 2 x 260pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All electrolytics are radial unless stated otherwise. Working voltages higher than stated may be used except C24/25 where size is a constraint. Ceramic plaquette types may replace discs.

Soldering tips

The normal mistake that beginners make when soldering is to melt the solder on the iron, then carry the molten solder over to the prospective joint where it is applied in the hope of making a joint. It won't. What you will get is a 'dry' joint with very little electrical continuity, and even less mechanical stability. A good tug will probably pull the component out of the board.

The correct way to do it is to: (a) wipe the soldering iron tip clean on a damp sponge or rag, (b) hold the iron tip against the component lead in such a way that it contacts the lead and the PCB track, (c) keep the iron there and apply the solder (multi-cored type, never stick solder and flux!) until it melts and flows all around the joint, (d) remove the solder, then the iron as soon as you can see that the joint is evenly made.

If it hasn't quite flowed correctly, don't be afraid to reapply the iron again if necessary, and even add a bit more solder if required. Modern components (in general, and certainly all those used here) are quite resistant to the soldering process, and can generally withstand up to 10 seconds of applied heat before anything disastrous is likely to happen, even without using any external thermal shunts. As a typical joint should take only about two seconds to complete, there is no need to hurry the process in any way.

Next month we will cover construction, alignment and testing of the finished unit.

A complete kit of parts for this project is available from Cirkit Distribution, including a drilled tinned PCB but excluding a loudspeaker (available separately). A frequency counter module can be obtained as an extra option.

An optional multi-pole audio filter is also available for additional selectivity. Stock No 41-02900.
**FOR SALE**

**SX200N** Garex Jil HF, VHF, UHF scanning receiver, boxed, complete with service manual, PSU, etc. No mods, list price £325, bargain £150 or offer. Microwave modules, MML432 100 watt linear amplifier, boxed, no mods, list £334, bargain £160. Phone Woking 235056.

**YAESSU FT290** multimode, nicads, case charger, plus matching FL2010, 10w amplifier, boxed, no mods, list £100. Sorensen V21/V23, £95. Scanner, Tandy Pro 30, handheld scanner, complete with 12V DC adaptor, aerial kit, plus circuit diagram, £30. Phone 0246 320428 after 6 pm.

**JAYBEAM** 70cm antenna, vgc, £25. Also switched mode power supply, 13.8V, 8 amps, £25. Phone Ron, 907 9327 anytime.

**FREE!** Creed 444 teleprinter and it's yours! Also Ferranti MBM 70cm antenna, £195. IC255, £90. KDKFM 2m beam, £15. Might swap both for beacons, £200 plus postage. Woodstock 812278.


For more details, please mention HRT when replying to advertisements.

**Readers Ads!**
WANTED, 70MHz transverter, MM707/144 or similar, also transverter or transceiver for 50MHz and IC2KL linear. 0534 54 1240 after 6 pm. 30ft (3 x 10ft sections) free standing tower, modified to tilt 30ft (3 x 10ft sections) free.

WANTED, complete RTTY project. Telephone 0444 654952.

HEATHKIT gear required to get me going, DX40U spare operation switch, VFO unit for same (eg VF-1/U7 crystals etc, broken or damaged. DX40U considered for spares, Call Ed Gipod on Burgess Hill (04446) 6848.

Trio VB2300 10 watt power amplifier, also mobile mount for TR2300. Also realistic DX400 or similar. Portable H.F. receiver. Also for student, 2 metre radio, must be reasonable price and G.W.O. Tel. Stan on Tamworth (0827) 58004.

URGENTLY wanted, Practical Wireless October 1980, volume 56, number 9, issue 883, for part 3 Tamar Transverter Ten Metre Transverter Ten Metre Transverter Ten Metre Transverter. Photocopy or original. Please contact 51 Loyalty Street, Chippenham, Wiltshire SN15 0E0. Please enclose s.a.e. with article for full remittance.

FAIR exchange wanted: my complete modern amateur photographic equipment plus accessories for an FT707 and matching VFO or ATU. All my equipment nearly new and in excellent condition, expect your gear to be in excellent condition. Phone Kevin, evenings, Stoke on Trent 341383.

SWAP FT790R 9 months old for FT290R or FT690R or IC202 and 6m transverter, W.H.Y. Please write K. Argyle, 21 Stanley Road Albert Rd, Cinderford, Glos GL14 2HS.

Racal linear amplifier to suit Tx MA79. T99, TA840, TA940 or TA349 or similar, 50MHz and IC2KL MMT70/144 or similar, also

Racal linear amplifier to suit Tx MA79. T99, TA840, TA940 or TA349 or similar, 50MHz and IC2KL MMT70/144 or similar, also

Racal linear amplifier to suit Tx MA79. T99, TA840, TA940 or TA349 or similar, 50MHz and IC2KL MMT70/144 or similar, also
Free Readers’ ADS!

Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers.

1. These advertisements are offered as a free service to readers who are not engaged in buying or selling the same equipment or services on a commercial basis. Readers who are should contact our advertising department who will be pleased to help.
2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when space becomes available.
3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a first come, first served basis, subject to condition 2. As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee the insertion of a particular advertisement into any particular magazine.
4. Readers should either write out their advertisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it. The first word will appear in bold.
5. The magazine cannot accept any responsibility for printers' errors in the advertisements. However, we will do our best to ensure that legibly written advertisements are reproduced correctly. In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discretion, a corrected version of the advertisement will be printed (at the advertiser's request) in the earliest issue in which space is available.
6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept responsibility for the contents of the advertisements, and by acceptance of these conditions, the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the publisher against any legal action arising out of the contents of the advertisement.
7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to accept or to delete sections of advertisements where this is judged necessary. Illegal CB equipment is not acceptable unless specified as suitable for conversion to amateur or legal CB frequencies.
8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith; however, the publisher cannot be held responsible for any untruths or misrepresentations in the advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.
9. Advertisers must fill in their names, addresses and (if available) telephone number in the space provided, and sign the form to indicate acceptance of these conditions (forms returned without a signature will not be used).
10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertisement should be entered into the space provided on the form printed in the magazine. A photocopy is only accepted if accompanied by the corner of this page. All advertisements must give either a telephone number or address for respondents to contact or both – these must be included in the advertisement.
11. Advertisements must be 40 words or less in length including the address or phone number information. Telephone numbers normally count as two words, exchange or exchange code plus number.

I accept the conditions above.

Signature

Send this form to: Free Readers Ads, Ham Radio Today, I Golden Square, London, W1R 3AB
**BIRMINGHAM**

**R. WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS**
584 Hagley Road West
(021) 354 2083
Opening hours 9-5.30pm Late nights Thurs-Fri.
Send just £1.00 (refundable against purchases)
for latest catalogue + our exclusive products & used list.

**HEWARD'S HOME STORES LTD.**
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham 844 9RT.
Tel: 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade
Ham Equipment urgently wanted!
Open: Mon -Sat 9-6

**CHESHIRE**

**RING SUE CURTIS ON 01 437 0626 FOR DETAILS ON SERIES DISCOUNTS IN HRT**

**DEVON**

**AGRIMOTORS**
Merton CB & Radio Centre
Merton Garage & Post Office, Merton,
Nr. Oakhampton EX20 3DZ.
Open 6 days 9-5.30 (Sun 9-12 by appointment)
Specialists in 934MHz
Suppliers of all 27MHz and 934MHz equipment

**KENT**

**ICOM (UK) LTD**
ELECTRONICS
2 Stanley Road, Herne Bay, Kent
Tel: (0227) 368464
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30pm
except Thursday 9-1pm

**LONDON**

**DRESSLER UK LTD**
191 Francis Rd., Leyton, E10
Open 9-5.30 Monday-Friday 10-5 Saturday
Authorised dealers for:
Dressler, Yaesu, Icom, Standard, Kenwood,
Datong, SCM, Microwave Modules, Tonna
Tel: 01-558 0854/556-1415 Telex: 8953609

**MERESEYSE**

**ARE COMMUNICATIONS LTD**
For Yaesu Icom & Kenwood
Phone us for the best deals on all amateur radio equipment.
38 Bridge St, Earlestown,
Newton-le-Willows, Merseyside.
Phone Peter GAKKN on 09252-29881
Opening hours Tuesday-Saturday 10am-5pm

**ICOM**

**Lancashire**

**R.N.H. COMMUNICATIONS**
44 HIGH STREET, STANTON HILL,
SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD, NOTTS.
TEL: MANFIELD (0623) 517204
Whole range of Icom, Yaesu, Jbus & Base Units
Domestic & Cellular Telephones & Amateur radio Products
TRIO CLEARTONE PACE MARCONI
Open 9.30am-5.30pm Mon-Sat

**Norfolk**

**D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd**
13 St. Benidict's Street, Norwich
Tel: 615786
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30
Thurs 9-1pm
Stockists of:
YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& Electronic Component Specialists

**SUSSEX**

**G.W.M. RADIO LTD**
40/42 Portland Road, Worthing,
Sussex
Tel:0903 34897
Constantly changing stock of interesting items for
Callers. Receivers, test equipment, components etc.
Pye pocketfone PFI TX units with battery and
circuits £12 inc. p&p. Meters survey radic No.2
portable radiation detectors untested. no
information available £15 mc. p&p.

**West Sussex**

**BRIDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD**
HIGH ST., HANDCROSS, WEST SUSSEX
TEL: (0444) 400786
Situated at the Southern end of M23. Easy
access to M25 and South London. Open Mon-
Fri 9am-5pm except Wed 9am-12.30pm.
MAIL ORDER RETAIL

**Yorkshire**

**ALAN HOOKER ELECTRONICS**
42 Netherhall Road,
Doncaster
Tel - 0302 25690
Large stocks of electronic components.

**N. Wales**

**NORTH WALES AMATEUR RADIO MART**
AMATEUR RADIO ~ CB RADIO ~ MARINE RADIO ~ P.M.R.
25 ABERTHY STREET
RHYL
Open Monday-Saturday: 11am-5.30pm
All repairs and accessories available ex
stock. Mail order welcome.
Tel: 0745-51579
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0684 73127. TRONICS. Unit 12, Station Drive. Heathkit U.K. spares and service centre. Contact us today for fast, friendly service, competitive prices, widest range and latest CB products.

WANTED

WANTED - EXCHANGED.

01-437 0695 Ext 290, Send your requirements for Ham Radio Today Class Dept., ASP Ltd., 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB
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WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories delivered to your shop. Contact for price list.
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF.
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
DEALERS contact us today for Fast, Friendly Service, Competitive Prices, Widest Range & Latest Products
Tel: 061-445-8918
061-434-5791
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G

EQUIPMENT

USED AMATEUR EQUIPMENT?
Buy, Sell & Exchange!
SELLING? I pay the BEST POSSIBLE PRICES for your Clean Used Equipment!
BUYING? I have the BEST SELECTION of top Quality Used Equipment Available!
For the Deal You've been looking for, Phone Dave, G4TNY
On 04024 57722 or 0836 201530
9am to 7pm, Monday to Saturday. Or send SAE for lists.
G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO
132 Albany Road, Hornchurch, Essex RM12 4AQ

STAY ON THE RIGHT WAVELENGTH WITH H.R.T.

PACKET RADIO SOFTWARE

G4BMK AX25 Packet Radio
DRAGON 32/64 and TANDY color.
A Breakthrough in Packet Radio—AX25 stand alone software in ROM cartridge, plus a built VHF/FM modem for just £90! New DRAGON 33 Computers available at £144.00 Full AX.25 implementation with up to 6 simultaneous connections, optional beacon and digipeater operation. Modern kits & PCBs available. Send SAE for full details of this & RTTY. C.W.
Ralph Allen Engineering, Forncett End, Norwich.
Visa & Access accepted.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

*** 68008 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
CONTAINS:- Disc Interface, colour, display, 32K monitor. Magpie V.2 2 serial/parallel ports, RTC, UMS SK-DOS-65K/OS9 68K. Bare P.C.B. or built from £95. Cased units with disk drives and power supply/keyboard etc available. Also 6809 Micro-set system.

PAGERS

PYE PAGERS
Ideal for 2m conversion £5.50 + 50p prepaid with circuit diagram components for conversion kit. £2.00 + 50p prepaid.
STAS £15.00 S.A. £2.00 prepaid.
OTHER KITS AVAILABLE ALSO
Components, Switches etc, S.A.E.

PAGERS

TEST EQUIPMENT

CAVITY WAVEMETERS
AS REVIEW IN FEB H.R.T.
2500 MHz and 30 MHz.
10 GHz Wavemeter Kits.
Solid Brass Based Morse Keys.
S.A.E. for more information to:
PAUL SERGENT G4 ONF
6 GURNEY CLOSE, COSTESSEY,
NORWICH NR5 0NF
(0603) 747782

PSSS....
ALL THE SUPER BARGAINS ARE
ON THE INSIDE-FRONT COVER OF THIS MAGAZINE!!

NEXT DEADLINE.....
JANUARY ISSUE HRT
22ND OCTOBER 1987

Rates: Lineage 51p per word (VAT inclusive) minimum £7.59 semi-display £7.75 per single column cm. No reimbursements for cancellations. All ads must be pre-paid.
Name
Address
Daytime Tel. No:
Signature
Date

CLASSIFIED COUPON
HAM RADIO TODAY, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPT, No 1 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1R 3AB
PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO.
FOR SALE [ ] SOFTWARE [ ] WANTED [ ] EQUIPMENT [ ] AERIALS [ ] OTHERWISE STATE
WISH YOU WERE ELLIOTT ELECTRONICS

OSY OLD MAN TO JAYBEAM APPOINTED AMATEUR DISTRIBUTOR ANTENNAS RIGS, ANTENNAS, SWR BRIDGES, POWER SUPPLIES, TEST GEAR, COMPONENTS, MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL CABLES, ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS AND SOCKETS, SWITCHES

Call us on (0533) 533-93 OR COME AND LOOK AROUND AT 26/28 Braunstone Gate, Leicester

R.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)
GEXSH GIRAS GBUJS
Radio Amateur Supplies Tel: 0602 280267

Visit your Local Emporium Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show

AGENTS FOR: ACCESSORIES: F.D.K.
AZDEN ICOM TENTEC

TASCU ALINCO KENFRO
AERIALS: Tonna, Helbar, Jaybaam, New Diamond Range of Mobile Whips

Bring in your secondhand equipment for sale JUST GIVE US A RING

Monday: CLOSED Tuesday—Saturday: 10am to 5pm

3 Ferndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1DU
Off Ring Rd. between A32 (Derby Road) & A50 (Eccleston Road)
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HAM RADIO TODAY

WISH YOU WERE BETTER INFORMED?

£17.30 for 12 issues U.K.
£21.00 for 12 issues Overseas Surface Mail
£48.00 for 12 issues Overseas Airmail

Send this form with your remittance to:
INFONET LTD., Times House, 179 The Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP1 1BB.

NAME (Mr/Mrs/Miss)
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
SIGNATURE
DATE

Please begin my subscription(s) to HAM RADIO TODAY with the
issue.
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include postcodes
Announcing Another Fantastic
NEW PRODUCT

How would you like an aerial that out-performed a full size Dipole at the correct height, a Vertical, is as good as a beam and only an 'S' point or two down on a quad, does not need an ATU, no, not even one of ours? You would? Then read on.

This aerial works at ground level, will fit into the tiniest of gardens, in a flat or on a balcony. It is ideal for Embassies, Governments, Amateurs, Ships large or small, Mobile & Portable. It covers 1 to 30 MHZ - Does not contain lossy traps or hidden dummy loads - Has a band width from 3KHZ to 48KHZ depending on frequency in use the SWR at the highest is 1.2 to 1 and 1 to 1 on most frequencies - Will handle from 100 watts to 1KW continuous depending on model used.

This is NOT a gimmick, not a toy, it is a real Technological breakthrough, we kid you not. Seeing and hearing will be believing. To those who are sceptical come and see for yourselves at STAND 26 LEICESTER AMATEUR RADIO SHOW.

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED BY US AND ARE THE RESULT OF LENGTHY PERIODS OF R & D AND TESTING.

PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE INFERIOR COPIES HOPING THAT THEY WILL PERFORM TO OUR HIGH STANDARDS. USE CAPACITORS AND ROLLER COASTERS PROVEN TO WORK, BUY THE BEST - BUY CAP.CO.

WE ALSO STOCK INLINE METAL COUPLERS 0.75p. FLEXIBLE COUPLERS £2.50 and REDUCTION DRIVES £2.18.

PLEASE PHONE ABOVE NUMBER FOR YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST.
MICROWAVE MODULES LTD

MICROWAVE MODULES
50 MHZ
NOW WITH A CHOICE
OF 144 MHZ OR 28 MHZ
IF's

£289.80 inc VAT

FOR THE CONNOISSEUR WHO KNOWS WHAT HE'S BEEN WAITING FOR,
MICROWAVE MODULES ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THIS ADDITION TO THEIR
PRODUCT RANGE. BUILT ON A NEW EXTRUDED ALUMINIUM CHASSIS AND
RATED AT A FULL 20 WATTS OUTPUT THIS IS THE NEWEST ADDITION TO A
RANGE OF ALREADY SUPERB PRODUCTS. OUR 50 MHZ MULTIMODE
TRANSVERTER OFFERS THE FOLLOWING FEATURES.

* 20 WATTS OUTPUT POWER
* 144 OR 28 MHZ INPUT I.F. RANGE
* FULL 50-54 MHZ OUTPUT
* 150mW - 15 WATTS INPUT POWER

We know that our new product specifications are really impressive. Those customers who already
own the 144/28R Transverter will
appreciate these comments. Those of you who don't and would like to own the best for 50MHz please phone the factory and ask for
a spec sheet. Club secretaries - we will be pleased to visit your club and give a presentation relating to our range of amateur products as well as a
demonstration of the METEOSAT weather system. Bookings are available for the latter part of '87. Please phone Mick on 0403-730767 for
details.

LINEAR AMPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>POST</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/30-L</td>
<td>2m 30W Linear, 1 or 3W input</td>
<td>95.90</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/50-S</td>
<td>2m 50W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>106.95</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/100-S</td>
<td>2m 100W Linear, 25W input</td>
<td>149.95</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/150-HS</td>
<td>2m 150W Linear, 1 or 3W input</td>
<td>159.95</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/200-S</td>
<td>2m 200W Linear, 50W input</td>
<td>369.95</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC432/30-L</td>
<td>70cm 30W Linear, 1 or 3W input</td>
<td>106.95</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC432/50</td>
<td>70cm 50W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>159.95</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC432/100</td>
<td>70cm 100W Linear, 10W input</td>
<td>334.95</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSVERTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>POST</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/28</td>
<td>2m Linear Transverter, 10W o/p</td>
<td>129.95</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC144/28-R</td>
<td>2m Linear Transverter, 25W o/p</td>
<td>299.95</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC432/48-S</td>
<td>70cm Linear Transverter</td>
<td>219.95</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC1296/144-G</td>
<td>23cm Linear Transverter</td>
<td>225.95</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC1296/144</td>
<td>120MHz Transmt Up-Converter</td>
<td>155.55</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMT 200/208</td>
<td>220MHz Transmitter 15/output</td>
<td>139.95</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMT 50/144</td>
<td>6m Linear Transverter 20W o/p</td>
<td>289.90</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROPROCESSOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>POST</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>POST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMC2801</td>
<td>RTTY to TV Converter</td>
<td>188.95</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC4501-KB</td>
<td>RTTY Transceiver with keyboard</td>
<td>299.90</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS1</td>
<td>The Morse Trainer</td>
<td>129.95</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS2</td>
<td>Advanced Morse Trainer</td>
<td>168.92</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROWAVE MODULES Ltd
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND
Telephone: 051-523 4011. Telex. 628608 MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME, PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9-12.30, 1-5.00
E & O.E.